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THE BEMS’ 
CORNER

EDITO RIAL.......
BILL MALLARD!

HOW TO LOSE FANS AND ALIENATE CON 
COMMITTEES

?>Sp«-b«»”” ”s gpg&svas.’s
tell me to U do anything nasty with it, you. smart Alex s.j

As you can see by the contents page, I (and DjB H?ad^rters) have^ 
moved away from my fo^'s house, ^^nfer^ive SAfie Mackinaw Ave. ad- 

folks ana I didn't see eye to eye on a t'" things J““ It years ago! 
to do was to leave. And you know w • t-want I’m even saving more 

or not! jnd^^etalong^ith^

watch STAR TREK before I go to work. And later on., tney xx &



ola sec from the basement, as soon as it has some work done on it.

°F tREK, I'm happy to hear it's been given the go ahead for 
.0 mo o episodes --but needs at least 120 more! Thanks to Lloyd Biggie

£ w?s able to get a handful of those "Committee Letters 
" ? d ■ ® ®n ??fore Harlan Ellison mailed his out I had sent mine. I also

t0?^ local paper, T.V. GUIDE, and NBC. I like the show very
much, as I told Gene Roddenberry at the TRICON. (At the don he told me he 
the TIMF TUNWT £?ns affcer Seeing th® boos and hisses
the 11ME TUNNEL pilot received. To his pleasant surprise the STAR TREK
Pi10tLw?r? applauded --the fans recognized the fact that it was adult 

dialogue! Let s hope it never changes, except for 
bnt It1S th! ?uSt sf show °n TV ln my opinion. It isn't perfect,
I narMnni^1?,1?avSt4.whan anyJhing else to what we sf fans call good sf. 
I particularly like the way all of the main characters' personalities a^e 

eS-^eS bb® Ca?fc-’ Mr- sP°ck> and Bones (the doctor) one of my 
Personal favorites is Engineer Officer, Scotty. And the women are some-

The only complaint I can make is that a few times (and only a few) 
P10tS ”®re. padded a bit to stretch them a full hour, when 

aeMnn tMA = bV^reT32 mmute storys. Maybe what was needed then was more .
Mpst fans I know (and even non-fans) like the show, and even my 

father, who doesn't care for S.F., watches it almost as avidly as I do. I 
mn^rSthn<a thaC £hfue.may not be fc0° many sf writers doing the scripts any 
more - because of their demands for too much money. Is this true or not? 
f so, it s the writers faults, not Roddenberry's or the show's. They 

helping inValongUghfc °n themselves " ruining a Good Thing instead of
4* * * *

B°lnUBKER’ ^D'yE.?EE’! ONE-UPPED by Roger Zelazny. He also has "immortal
ized me -- check the March IF. THIS MORTAL MOUNTAIN, by R.Z. has a char 
Sorry,1HoJtping1PonifUardi’ Ballardi’ like you had in y®^ novel?So

PING GO THE PONGS: No Bob, I don't mean vou this time; I'm speaking of the 
HnZnafirdpP°hGTTAWA^D th® fIYC0N 3 Committee has decided will replace the 
.ugo for Best Fanzine. They are deliberately trying to "segregate" the 

t?"s n^0® fche Pros — Pongs for fans, Hugos for pros. THIS IS BAD, because 
I m sure future cons,starting next year out West, will re-instate the Huso 
TIGE IS TPFRF1IN'THW99n,?an? fche pongs are ONE-SHOTS; tell me, WHAT PRES-

ERE IK THAT.? I strongly urge ALL of you fans to WRITE-IN your 
nominations for a fanzine Hugo, no matter WHO you vote for. Someone be 

Heskys/Rolie (NIEKAS), Reamy (TRUMPET) the Coulsons (YANDRO),Weston 
= na or„us’ ?r anyone else, will get the Royal Shaft if they win,
and w^ig?Zb«r-a k°ng 3;nsbead of a,Hugo,like others have gotten for years 
a PonpW^n^’ tOa' As,Jar as w® re concerned, the prestige & honor for 
?Po?g aS -U^ a? degrading as some actor voted an Oscar, and getting a 
Ted^Whitp h WaS fanS who sfcarted the Hugo Awards^ and now ’
„®d k p ® & C are trying to screw them out of it. I'm sure a lot of fan-

iustic/f™® WiLrthqDle;;SO pleaae write-in vour Hugo vote if vou want to
se^ justice done. We don t care who you vote for, lust as lone- as i t ’ a
NI^KAs\rJinIthpdpI’ntandhfMm B<U Donaho fchat Felice Rolfe says should
-i-KAS win the Pong, she'd refuse it. So will Bowers & I, should w-'n 
Let s stick together on this, fans, and show NYCON 3 how we feel.

---- Bemmishly, Bill Mallard!



EARL. EVERS zzEEEREEE

TERTIUM
QUID

It’s such a big world I wonder where Fandom ties into it anymore, 
if indeed it ever did. Fandom, like Bohemia, not having any.boundaries 
of exclusion, any force of authority to determine if an individual is or 
is not a member of the group, can’t have a rigerous definition. The whole 
oroblem is complicated as much by hard-core fans who go around claiming 
they are not fans at all—the self-confessed fake-fan is about as popular 
these days as the self-confessed weekend group-party attendee—as it is 
by the oroliferation of Other Fandoms on the order of Belly Button Fandom 
as opnosed to the infinitely more serious and politically oriented wor
ship of movie monster stills and Forry Ackerman.

This is to a great extent attributable to as well as derived from 
the collapse of the SF field as an entity with real boundaries (the SF.

- prozines) and the merger of the genre with various degrees of fantasy m 
mundane literature as a structure pattern as well as a plot and background 
element. A literary world that contains Nova Express, Dr S.^r an g e lo.ye, anu_ 
Farnam’s Freehold is certainly not within the scope of a mind on the ordex 
that would invent Heinlein’s Future History, and both has and deserves 
fourty year old bulldykes at occasional fan meetings. . . . . v, x

Not that there has been a sexual revolution in Fandom, it s/ust that 
as some unremembered critic said /There are more marriages and divorces 
per person per year in Jack Kerouac’s Subterranean society than in the 
Hollywood movie colony./ It’s also doubtful that the pollsters.for the 
Kinsey Reports have ever attended a Worldcon, but it still strikes me as 
quite' obvious that Fandom is not ready to enter the Terrene Age except 
perhaps chronologically.

This shows up in the rise of the Apas as much as in anything else:
FAPA for instance, is full of the sort of people who would rather pi 
and dry mature morning glories than purchase readymade acid, in otner 
words the sort of boys who don’t like boys, and for that matter don t 
like girls very much either, yet still consider themselves liberal to 
accuse Malcom X of fascism for bragging about the average size of the 
Negroid penis. x. v

Or, in the realm of unbridled growth, what about the mass oi ao 
dominal wall muscle and assorted subcutaneous fat lately seen creeping 
down over Andy Porter’s belt buckle? What about Arnie Katz’s new secret 
Apa he’s so pissed off that no one much is talking about? These are no 
more than average examples of insecurity caused by immaturity. There 
still are within the general area encompassed by Fandom, cases worthy of 
the name, cases worthy of a fat manila folder in a psychiatrist s office.

But I won’t leave it at that; I’ll try to carry this same theory of 
cultural pychosis-imitation on into the average fan’s reaction to the 
implosion of a sub-culture group caused by removal of its limits--»Xx_e^_ 
the loss of identity of SF as a seperate sub-literature in the public 
mind—and the automatic screening process on new members has broken down 
or weakened to the point where anyone from Peter Orlovsky to Caroline 
Kennedy would feel at home in today’s Fandom as much as anyone ©is* can.



. ?r’ ?ufc sbiU ?r!Other way, what is the ratio of free-lovine bisernai-
so-is-his-mothe?’tWhat-ai)OUfhit: t f-e boy-virSin-and-proud?of-it-ard 
nn th if . her' ' hat ls the relationship between the casual alcoholic 
reefprQ^iho^’h0^ fu'Vfu• tbafc othel> guy oufc in the kitchen puffing on a 

’ h b?^ thafc thlrd §uy don’t see, the guy who’s actually 
who will stillborn s°mecbiak7 with or without acid accompanyment, but' : 

no will still come back later for the last good dregs of the fannarfv ' or who, even if he doesn't make it to the meeting will till ?ncPfh ’ 
next NIEKAS and maybe sell pro the week after thft? the
vi ouoH =l®ntyLpa2or?ma of diastrophic upheaval can only be orooerlv 
on the content ne ba?kground ?f SANDRO, which has run a Nott/Barr illo

Magazine bp^ ¥bat would Hginlein’s impression of Grok
5? S-MagazU get reading^OTOLEfB!^3' ifflpreasion would editor

hor^ertt1: tSR7d3t^StmcXly
you Out There-tte^rlby gyra:tedetere;rieCOve’edltOrS’-aS M ** aU °f 

whateverait'nwaSnthatOrwartryinttoXventnt ht before,1 had.fully vented 
a half oages of singletpacedt^tet^e ’ant^dttilttttlT “d 
not even approached a summation it in/il at k a sfclll> afc that point, ed in my mind. summation...if indeed I had ever had one firmly fix-
corelutitethtSUiigwoPuId°nerhatmLIttVe-(perhapS Wongly) co“* ^e . 
to bring about the changes ? desitd btlnd^th3^ Safer C°Urse to afcfcemPt 
onthL^nd thlt^Besides^the^act^hat^lVT^T^V^^" 6̂^068 

magazine-at least^otthetext^S^n^!^ °n fUtUre iSSUes of this ' A 
After that, however....



Before we move on to other topics... it. is with not mconsidera e 
pride and oleasure that we announce the aquisition of Alex Eisenstein s 
D:B’s Art Editor. Mallardi and I have long been desirous of aquiring 
from Alex on a regular basis; this presented a problem until at last.we 
decided that by placing him on the 'staff’ we could hopefully corner ~iex 
with more regularity. The results will begin to show next issue; we thin 
that vou’ll be pleased. We are, already.

incidently, the actual mechanics re: submission of art, hasp t yet 
been fully worked cutGheck the contents page for the rf~ ,
nort as well as what goes to Mallardi, Evers... myself. Gee...lottsa fun.. 
P ’ By the way, while you’re checking the contents page, you might note 
that the three inartistic editors all have managed a change of address 
since the 15th issue...which ought to be a record of some.sort, .if.it 
isn’t.'

Hdw I Walked and Talked With St^_ Louis Fandom .
.-.or/a“roll through konfession korner with a self-avowed 69er...

St. Louis in ’69, that is...you nasty-minded peeple!
During my last couple of months at Dickie-Garbage AFB, I made 

several trips into St. Louis, attending two OSFA anfl\npnd-
spending the New Year's weekend helping (?) turn out.ODD #15, and spend 
ing several enjoyable days there on my way home.. Again, words fail me as 
I struggle to come up with a term applicable to a foolish service bhoy 
who persists in making 500+ mile round-trips, solely for the P^pose of 
being in the company of faans... particularly in a 53 Chevy. I ndoubtedly, 
it's all due to some infectous germ that attacked me during the run of 
the siting patiently (hahl) to start my 18 month tenure-
in The Philippines. .. the Chevy has all but fallen into a little heap of-., 
nuts-and bolts...and I’m wondering why the past two months have been so 
enjoyable, particularly in comparison to the first two years of my attempt 
ing■single-handedly to Defend Our Country.

As Dave Hall would say.... ”He ’ s in the Air Force’.”
-■ -...and I’m a Trained Killer, too.

But‘be that as it may," I would ' like to express my deepest gratitude 
to my uncomplaining hosts, Ray and Joyc.c Fisher, for cutting me. up.,..as 
well as puttin? up with me; their kindness was truly awe-inspiring.,, and 
will long be remembered. And we can't forgot the Other Two,, who along 
with me almost crowded the Fisher's out of .their not-huge 3-room, apart
ment: Dave Hell and Paul Willis. Plus Mickey &. Diana Rhodes,. .Becker ■ 
Staus, Chester Ma Ion,"•and the many others of St,. Louis fandom whoywel- 
comed an exile:into their midst--evpn though he wasn’t ,a Pillar -of any
thing in particularThanks, all. .... r, ... , - ‘

Despite-my—somewhat’negative enthusiasm over, their not-so-wonderful 
structure, I’m quite sorry that -I won’t be able to attend the>..Nycp-n..-III. 
Yes, really. But I’ve been trying to get overseas for the.'.past- t-wo years 
-.-almost made'-it j ust before the Loncon, too—and all things, .considered, 
I’m.more than pleased, with the Philippines ... particularly in View.. of . 
some of the alternatives I could have ended up with. DOUBLE: BILL.... the 
Globe-Spanning Fanzine. . .what with me over there.,. Alex in' Germany, and 
Mallardi and Evers somewhere in between. I trust that you are likewise. 

---- Bill Bowers



LLOYD BIGGLE, JR.

The assignment: Write a poem. Use the subject, form, length of line and rhythm 
of your own choice. The only requirements are that the poem must be eight lines long 
and those eight lines must end with these words (in this order): rain, mourn, skein, 
worn, lure, stress, endure, guess.

Two Solutions By Earl Evers

1,. Exercise -- "Wet Night" 2. Exercise — "Loss"

Touch the garments worn by rain. thick black rain
. * Listen. Does the wind mourn white gulls mourn

Each unravelled skein long lank skein
Of thistle-down now wetly worn of seaweed worn
By grass? The tramp-of storms is lure sea’s cruel lure

For fear. Wind is stress breaker’s stress
For doubt. Will love endure? death endures

The stars may know. This mist must guess. fear’s worst guess

9



article by ——- — ... .
"JENGIZ KHAN PLUS THE 

TELEGRAPH" _
...... .... - -— (jerek nelson

When the Visigoths crossed the Danube in the third century after 
Christ, there was probably a liberal in the Roman Senate whorose and 
spoke as follows (in the manner of one possessing ultimate wisdom). Fe^ 
are not policemen of the world; it is not our duty to protect reactionary 
elements in Dacia and Moesia. The success of the Goths proves their hoi 
on the minds of the people, and you know you cannot kill an. Idea with the 
sword. Let us withdraw, and spill no more Roman or Dacian blood,.

Withdrawal. Retreat. Pull the legions home. Almost two millenia in 
the future modern liberalism of the left has reached the same verdict on 
the problems of Vietnam. They may couch their desires.in terms such as 
’’negotiations without strings”, or by a constant harping on incidentals 
of the war, whether the torturing of .prisoners or the use of gas, but 
every effort is directed toward the end expressed by the Morse s, Ful
brights and Lippmann’s. u0ur day is done in Asia. Let s bring_the troops 
home.- The arguments are extremely sophisticated, endless with twisted 
logic, and very indirect with much wishful thinking about Asian Tito s 
and violation of treaties and the democratic, non-Communist Left.

There are a number of perhaps fatal, certainly dangerous, conceptions 
in the minds of these men, and they all evolve from the simple.premise 
that has colored American thinking, both leaders and masses, since pne 
long days of peace under the White Ensign. They are the believers in the 
existence of political absolutes, and the induction of morality into all 
the works of man. To almost all Americans, war is immoral, its very exist 
ence being an example of total evil. But if, in the final analysis, a e 
force must be used to satisfy national policy, then it must be used as 
quickly and as fully as possible. For only a bloody crusade total war 
can fully justify to the liberal the existence of a war, he must have a 
holy cause so vital it can surmount his guilt at the use of armies. The 
oracles of liberalism have disassociated power from politics; for the use 
of power (and its associated bloodshed) to acheive a nationalpolitics 
objective is inevitably conceived as immoral in the liberal view. To stop 
Pakistani infiltrators into Kashmir, or Communist rebels in the Dominican 
Republic, or a people's rising in Budapest—to use your armed forces to 
prevent these actions will invariably bring cries of anguish from the 
liberal balconies.

Woodrow Wilson and Franklin Roosevelt. Both fought a crusade in 
Europe (’’the righteous and triumphant Force which shall make Right the law 
of the world”) for impossible, universal liberal aims--democracy, justice, 
and self-determination of nations. War was to bring vjctory; diplomacy 
would settle the peace—and never the twain shall meet. To those who think 
IO



otherwise wont the-spoils of war, in East Europe and China.
Today the Red barbarians are even further south, and the velvet green 

jungles of Vietnam are stained scarlet with blood. Here is the domino 
centered on the front pages of America’s newspapers, the result of an'act
ion begun four-decades ago on the Mongolian stepoes, but only a stepping- 
stone, a base for subversion in lands still further south. The spread of. 
Communism cannot be grasped by American left liberalism, and this is the 
irony of it all.They continually accuse their opponents of thinking in 
terms of blackand white, yet their solution to international problems is 
one of ultimate simplicity. What are we offered in war-torn countries such 
as Vietnam and the Dominican Republic?.First, you sit down and talk with 
the opposition, including the Communists. (Premise: He thinks like you; 
,ie, same priority of values. He has divorced political considerations from 
all others.) Second, hold a UN supervised general election to find out -what 
the people really want. (Premise: Ybu can transplant free,democracy to a 
land that has never known it. The opposition will compromise their ideals 
for liberal ideals.-The presence of the UN signifies a free election.)’.

The Left still seems to. feel, for reasons I cannot entirely grasp, - 
that a Communist is essentially a fellow-progressive, an ally in the fight 
against reaction. And, if he can be convinced of the oppressive hatred 
Communists..have for the West, then the liberal must still subscribe, to the 
doubtful theory that incompatible systems of governing can meet at the 
.conference table and there fall susceptible to the liberal wiles of reason 
and' compromise. As Lenin said, time after time, ’’Who has the guns?”, and. 
Communism has changed little since the days of Bela Kun. It is true, of 
course, that Russia has passed out of her first generation of totalitarian 
ruthlessness and seems to be absorbing some of the characteristics of a 
run-of-the-mill dictatorship—but, as the Russian press points out again 
and again, they are no less Marxist-Leninist for that. The aim is still a 
world of soviets, only the means have changed. Yet there is scarce a left 
liberal who will agree that we are at war with this alien ideology. Yes, 
war, with its blood and killing, treachery and hate. As for the Chinese, 
they are the worst of the modern terrors—Jengiz Khan plus.the. telegraph, 
barbarians with atomic bombs, primitive minds with modern weapons. Vie are., 
presently fighting their wars from Gabon to Da Nang, savage, dirty wars o.f 
opposition to tough, fanatic revolutionaries. .. ... - . •

.• This essay is...hot an...apologia for Barry Goldwater, however; nor for; 
the descendents of Taft and Doug MacArthur, or any of the other Right lib
erals,/ who. have, so far, kept ‘their voices muted over Vietnam. All these 
men, the--neo-isolationists .of American foreign, policy, anti-militarist-, 
distrustful of Europe, opposed to land wars yet glorifying in the cheap, . 
clean fighting- of sea and -air, but, above all, men who are convinced of 
the sincerity of Sinn-Soviet-pledges to destroy America and the West. 
Thes’e men-/too rely on the total -solution (’’Why Not Victory?”), moral ar- . 
guments-,- and all the other garbage of liberal rhetoric that comes to the 
fore -once :a cause is -found-. '

And sp: you have those who have questioned the whole- system ..of Ameri
can (and -Western).-foreign policy since the close of the II World War. The. 
Left liberals still blind themselves to the desires and abilities of the 
Communists;- while the Right- liberals, accepting the premise that we are in 
a war, spend- their time trying fro activate a new -crusade against Bolshev
ism, reminiscent; of- those against Hitler and the Kaiser (which were., how
ever, led by Left liberals)a Both viewpoints are very wrong, and extremely
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The method--and here is the crux of the matter. Containment, a policy 
begun in late 19*4-*+ in Greece when the first shots of the modern Cold War 
v/ere fired between Communist guerillas and British troops. Three years 
later, and over the same tiny nation, a President named Truman committed • 
the USA to the defence of Order. Three more years and half a world away 
in Korea, Containment met and passed its severest test, against the oppo
sition of the Communists abroad and the liberals (particularly the Right) 
at home.

In 1965 in distant Vietnam the issue is again being tested, but that 
tiny nation is only a small part of the policy. Strung around the world 
the emissaries of the West serve in a multitude of roles to defend their 
empire, from Georgetown tofSaigon, from Katanga to Seoul. There are the 
nuclear bombers, the mighty surface fleets and even the lowly infantrymen 
who serve as the military sentinels of the United States, its allies, 
satellites, puppet-states and neutrals. And there are other arms in the 
service of the West. The Peace Corps (or its equivalent), foreign aid of 
all description,.whether free surplus food or F-lot Starfighters, trade 
missions and exhibits, cultural exchanges,espionage services, and, of ut
most importance, the diplomatic service are other links in the chain of 
empire. *

But the essential nature of the major opposition to the West at the 
present time demands that in the final analysis it is the soldier that the 
hopes of the West rest upon. (’’Tell me the story of the foot soldier, and 
I will tell you the story of all wars.")’It was the threat (and in Greece, 
the use) of force that brought stability to the frontiers of the West in 
Europe. With the line drawn and defended the way was clear to solve in
ternal problems by such means as the Marshall Plan. Today south-east Asia 
is the only place on Earth where the battles rage and the frontiers are 
still fluid, where at least temporary stability has not been"achieved, 
and where the Communist Dragon breathes his fire of death and destruction 
over many nations. They have launched what might, be called the II Comin- 
form War, and Western reaction has been to attempt to stabilize the region, 
though not necessarily to defend the ‘status quo’, and to bring Order out 
of wide-spread chaos (social* -economic, military and political). For it is 
on the latter that Bolshevism feeds,’ far more than rightist tyranny or 
starving peasantry. It-is not for Asian freedom our soldiers fight (though 
regimes can be changed in Saigon and Jakarta, while Communism remains a 
one-way street), or.foreign investments, or prestige (loss efface), or 
even to halt Communism (alone it is not reason enough), though these may 
all play a part, but essentially for the preservation of our culture. For 
Order. And far from the homelands.

In South Vietnam the killing is the greatest and the fighting the 
hardest, for it is the king-pin of.Western policy, both military and di
plomatic. But it cannot be considered in isolation. There is blood shed 
in sleeoy Laos where American air power and a few advisors hold the line 
^together with some next-to-useless native levies) in the world’s most 
infuriating war. In Thailand both the Asiatic Reds and the Americans pre
pare, waiting for the spark, or perhaps the command from Peking, that will 
set off a new Insurrection. In Malayasia another Western power—England, 
held the.borders with a thin line of Tommy and Anzac—against the mad New 
Nationalism of Indonesia. That was the power liberals tried to buy off 
with money, arms, praise and the people of New Guinea—and failed.
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II Cominform War, the West 
nor reurwG, but a steadying of the sit- 

inp vn Li oe as clear between Order and its opponents as 
ope. Containment is the magic word of the °ndeI>’
up the policy and the means of carrying it out, simply

To pacify the vast turbulence of th 
seeks only this. Not.expansion, nor retreat 
uation till the line will be as ' 
it is in Europe r 
for it sums i . _
clearlye

It is a word that will never appeal to 
the liberals, for it means American involv- 
ment in the four corners of the world, it 
means support of dictators who enrage the 
Left, and social reformers who enrage the 
Right. It means alliances, entanglments and 
agreements that limit America’s options, a 

goad to the Right; it means fighting and 
dying in wars, espionage and power politics, 

a goad to the Left. In’essence it means a 
disassociation of morality and legality 
from international affairs, and the union 
of national power in all its varied forms 
with national policy. These two things 
the liberal will never accept. He cannot 
conceive of war, for example, as a pol

itical instrument, to be used as an added 
or alternative means to an end. Instead, 
the liberal views war as a final solu
tion, a moral answer, the last resort it 
all else fails.

Someday in the future, tomorrow or 
ten years or more from the present, the 
vicious little conflict in South Vietnam 
will end. But it will not be the last 

war, as liberals so fervently hope. 
There will be new crisis, and new tasks 
for the men who guard the.’limes of the 
West, whether mud-slogging infantry or 
career diplomats in pin stripes. There 

will always be challenges to Order, ±oi, 
contrary to liberal propaganda, peace is 
not the natural state of Man. How and 

where the challenge comes matters little, 
and from whom only slightly more. The er ad 

ication of Communism (the dream of the 
wild-eyed Right) would mean nothing, 

for dynamic new opposition, virulent
ly opposed to the West and seeking 
no compromise, breeding on catast
rophe and collapse, would arise.to 

threaten us. Who knows the future.
All that is’, evident is that when the 

last ember fades-in the fire ofWest^- 
•'■ern civilizationit. will be a liberal 

• ' that will have stepped upon it, as he 
negotiates the loss of his head with an 

atom-armed Jengiz Khan. —DEREK NELSON



...of art and entertainment

There is an attitude prevalent among contemporary literary 
critics •which contends that fiction writers are somehow obli
gated to expose the injustices of modern society. In recent 
years, this feeling has assumed considerable importance in the 
stf field. To judge from the contents of the magazines, the 
editors now require a story to "say something" before they 
will consider purchasing it for publication. In fact, this 
attitude has become so entrenched, that what a particular 
story "says" assumes supreme importance--the considerations 
of plot development, logical motivation, and characterization 
are, as often as not, held to be less important, in critical 
analysis, than the author’s message.

What is happening is that an increasing number of 
"stories" are little more than fictionalized editorials—the 
only reason they appeared in a science fiction magazine in
stead of National Review or The New Republic is because the 
stf mags pay for acceptable contributions while the Review 
and the Republic do not.

To my mind, what we are dealing with is a form new to 
science fiction, a form which cannot be considered "good" or 
"bad" in terms of the old but which must be evaluated on its 
own merits as a potentially successful or unsuccessful develop
ment. Not even the terminologies of the old and of the new 
approaches are interchangable.

The "old" kind of story, the entertainment story, to 
give it a handy if inaccurate label, "said"things. But, gener
ally, it devoted itself to statements of broad emotions. It 
showed the reader a situation, a man or men in action within 
that situation, and required that the reader decide for him
self, drawing on- his emotions, whether or not what the man 
and the situation were undergoing was "good" or "bad".

O
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The "new" kind of story also shows a situation and 
characters in action. But, in order that the reader may make no 
mistake over what is "good" or "bad" within the context of the 
story, the story specifically rells the reader, with a greater or 
less amount of subtlely, depending upon the skill of the author, 



just where the ’’goodness” or the ’’badness” lies: this ’’goodness” or ’’bad
ness” is not defined in relation to the protagonist and his immediate 
environs but in relation to the reader.

The characters in the ’’new” kind of story do not exist as people; 
they act as sounding boards from which the things they undergo are pro
jected at the reader. Having served this purpose, their destinies are 
completely unimportant to the author, and, of course, to the reader. 
These characters usually die at the climax; and the climax is usually 
designed to make the reader understand that This Could Happen To Him if 
he doesn't vote Vegetarian.

This ’’new” form, incidentally, shows a distinct relationship to the 
old Gernsback dictum that science fiction must teach science and must 
interest its readers in science. This dictum has now been transferred 
to the region of apnlied sociology, where, to all interests and purposes, 
it may be classified as ”new”--to stf, at any rate.

It is far from new to mainstream fiction as a whole. It is the 
classical dialectic approach. And, personally, I find most dialectic
ians—and especially the science fiction dialecticians—far too pre
occupied with their personal hang-ups and not very concerned with what 
pesters the human race-in its entirety. Their pretensions to perception 
and sensitivity impress me as being egotistical, and I have definite 
misgivings about the philosophies they push and the observations they 
make. Far too many shallow thinkers have taken advantage, consciously 
or otherwise, of the fact that the printed word is invested with far 
more authority than the identical verbalization delivered from atop a 
soapbox in Bughouse Square. Why this is, I cannot say. I fail to see 
how a man's fingers can be more truthful than his mouth.

If the dialectical school of writing is sincere in trying to educate 
the great mass of the American public, then it might give a thought to 
this:

In order to educate, it is necessary to achieve a high degree of 
communication with the ‘person to be educated. The percentage of com
munication with people who are already educated (educated by your lights, 
that is) is extraneous, since your only accomplishment is redundancy.

What you want to do is get your pupils to listen to you—otherwise 
you might just as well address your observations to the bottom of a rain
barrel and bask in the echo. I offer the following as an example of sorts1

It is essential that children learn the facts of sexual intercourse. 
However, there is something downright revolting about parents who elect 
to instruct their children in this function by copulating in their pre
sence; there is obviously something wrong with this method of instruction. 
It makes no difference whether the parents in question were motivated by 
a desire to instruct or by some perverted passion. The result is the 
same: the children will quite probably emerge from the episode bearing 
permanent mental scars; they will go through life thinking sex is some
thing unclean. And yet the facts were presented in the purest dialectical



manner. The reaction on the part of the children was one of rejection. 
Why?

I submit that this action, observed by a sexually experienced person, 
would call forth either attention to new wrinkles on a basically familiar 
technique or amusement. The children, however, were disgusted because, 
in all probability, they felt that sex is private, titillating in a 
"dirty" way, and a mysterious adult magic. The fact that their parents 
had entered into with obvious eagerness and no heavenly thunderbolt, 
struck them down--an indication that the children1s concepts of sex were 
wrong--made no impression on them.

In terms of the information theory, the children were not ’’listen
ing". Not only that, this occurance probably tended to leave them with ‘ 
a lasting mental block on the entire subject of sexual relationships.

it inhibited__The attempted communication not only made no impression, 
the transmission of similar data at a later time.

I hardly expect to win an argument by use of a., 
hypothetical analogy. Nevertheless, you might keep the 
above in mind as we now turn back to science fiction.

Let’s ask ourselves one question: Who is the 
dialectial story' attempting to reach?

The 
does not

person who, for one reason or the other, 
share the author’s views.

• “ ' And 
the part 
in" his’ owrf mind.
observer, watching the deluded fool sink'deeper and-‘ 
deeper into the morass, precisely as the-reader of 
a Victorian2 tract watched the Misled Young Man 
fall ihtb the clutches of the Scarlet Woman.

this individual will never consent to play' 
of the protagonist of a dialectical story

He- follows al-ong as an: outside

... If, at the outcome, the fool becomes com
pletely depraved, this reader applauds as society 
deals out well-deserved justice. If the fool 
Sees The Light before it is too late, and under
goes a fitting process of redemption, the reader 
applauds again. But if the fool is proven 
right in the end, this reader recoils in 
righteous anger from this abomination, and 
will never go near it or its kin again. What 
meaage do ybu suppose Fahrenheit conveys 
to someone organizing a book-burning, ex
cept that here is more fuel to. feed thecept that here is 
flames?

watching their- parents go. 
s.cars which will probably 

The very

The children 
away with psychic 
hamper their sexual development.
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to educateperson whom the author of the dialectical story is attempting 
closes his ears and refuses to listen.

Look at some more nrofessional stories all of which are 
in one way or another.

Where is the punch of Richard^Farina^s 
T-ime Gone” (Playboy, February, l?-7. " 
ludice in general and the Ki Klux Klan in particular 
fore you ever learn the writer s views.

How about "Born Of Man. And Woman"? In the mind 
regard mutants as affronts in the sight of,the Lord, 
story have except that hero is a i----------

It makes no to my point that I reac1 and enjoyed^these

percentage or com.Mic.tion »ith ” 00„pnleatlon «lth pre-
SSple » »™gea by these

stories and others like them.
Well, then, if the dialecticians cannot educate those ^ho need it, 

by the very nature of their method of instruction, what is it they 
accomplish?

And since we understand the basic premise, there is little point in 
bringing the light to us—we have matches, thank you.

The funny thing about it is, I feel that the "®^ertainmentliters 
-some of thorn, anyway-have done great wall of igno
-if it exists-brokon down than all dialecticians in une 
confronting the world «^h the complete sex act ^it^ere^^ y^^ 

to take it down.

pa, rJ 
consciously writing for children at all.

1967) if you don’t agree
• • ” —• is

And A Long’’Long Time Coming
that race pre
irrational- -be-

someone who would 
what point can the V-*- w— —  y *■

monster which Must Be Destroyed.

of

---- Ben Solon

18th^AnnualRMidwstcon^will1be^held1thenweekend of June 23|2U,^ double,
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IT HAS SUDDENLY become unfashionable to write science fiction stories and newspaper 
articles about an atomic war which will create the collapse of civilization. While 
we re waiting for another reversal of U.S.“Soviet relations, we might amuse ourselves 
by considering another angle to the fall of civilization. So far, I haven* t seen any 
detailed guesses on the length of time in which civilization will fall apart. It 
certainly won’t happen overnight. I can supply a few educational facts about the 
probabilities, and I’m willing to make some guesses about the length of time required 
for the decay of other phases of civilization. Maybe some authoritative reports on 
the outlook for other facets of civilization will come from.•.others••.who are special" 
ists.in those fields.

Maryland’s newspaper editors have set up a committee which is designed to keep 
newspapers publishing in the event of an atomic conflict or some equally serious 
catastrophe. I think that they are x^asting their time. The complete disappearance 
of newspapers should be one of the very first manifestations of the decline of normalcy. 
Hardly anything that is made today is as dependent on delicate technology combined with 
shipped in products. A few sunspots can ruin teletype reception; a worthless packing 
shed that caught fire a while.back knocked out teletype service in Western Maryland 
completely for 12 hours because it damaged some telephone wires. A newspaper publisher 
can’t send around the corner for a roll of newsprint or a repair part for a linotype; 
they must be shipped hundreds of miles. I'd estimate that two or three days after the 
atomic conflict, we won’t have anything but skeleton, four~sheet newspapers, containing 
just as much news as.could be picked up by radio or by wor-of-mouth, and that even 
these will stop as soon as newsprint or inik runs out. It's hard to imagine trucks 
racing from one state to another with newspaper supplies, when people will be growing 
hungry. .



Fiction about a future in which the atom has reduced us to primitive conditions 
usual^mentions the weed-choked1 roadsXh^ele^atandon- 

edPeCWenhave qui8teWaySfewSsuch ghost highways in Washington County, no longer in use 
:taus: a relocation has been constructed^o eliminate^ dangerous^e.^nlooks 

have beenTntiquated, narrow strips of highway to begin with, and a really modern 
highway might have a better life expectancy.

I'm assuming for this postwar primitivism a quick conflict in which there wasn't 
time to requisition the possessions of private individuals, and I m ignoring the poss 
ible effects of bomb destruction and looting. So, how ^out motor ve roles. W 
normal use and care, it's possible to get ten years of d- from an auto by being^ 
conscientious about maintenance, an auto would last twice that long, .

being'cannibalized for parts to keep one vehicle going; thefe just isn t going to be 
anything to propel them after a few months.

Railroads are more complicated mechanisms. I suspect that a railroad which con
tinueshav some Stlam-powred locomotives would be the method of transportation 

melting them down to create something e -J * t-hink that railroad rights-
„anRPd rails to spring and stopped trains from running, I think that r gXS might serve for a centur^ or more as footpaths. It would be harder for vega- 

tation to block the path of a railroad than a highway.

I'll need some help from the audience on clothing prospects, because I know abso- 
lutely nothing about mills and their machinery, or difficulties o produ,lingcloth 
in the home with primitive tools. It would seem logical that at least a decade wo 
oass before we'd worn out all the clothing that we owned and all the reserve stoc 
P j v aft-nr al 1 children’s and workmen s shoes are the onlyin stores and warehouses. After all, cnnaren an . . other articlesarticles of apparel that are ever worn out, in today's civilization. All other articles 
of dress are discarded before they're worn out, because they've become too shiny or 
have lost their shine or have become too eccentric in appearance because of changing 
fashions or have become too similar to the garments that everyone is wearing, or 
been outgrown, or need darning in places that will be obvious.



I believe that the return 
to the cave and the forest leanto 
occurs much too soon after the 
collapse of civilization, in most 
fiction about an atomic future. 
The fate of the Blue Mountain 
House which I described in Hori
zons about two years ago seems to
agree with the gloomy predictions 
of rapidly collapsing structures, 

bpain TT-if-k . ,1 . But that was a frame building toin ttirL ’ “ ® badly damaged by fire before it was abandoned, with a result that
sho^d be a dT« ^aS CT d*fficult ‘P saa “here the foundation once stood. It 
or brick. Windf-se“nfS y b“£ldi“ss which are built principally of steel, stone, 
after existing ir rt course, will be the first thing to go, and won't be replacable 
ine without 81a!S US6d UP- But if y°u're willing to occupy a build
count^ ? >A “ he w’-“dows’ and there are no destructive gan3s roaming the 
ence S’anv welFh C°Unt °n flfty years t0 a century of comfortable exist-
probaMv^e loreld f b 7" Sbructure’ be£ore deterioration became too bad. You'd 
ine roof and vonti b t0P StOry after a decade or two, because of a leak-
a coal-birnin/f r hardly be able Co keeP the furnace going, unless .you could adapt 
and unheated ^uld^fe,r?he °f W°°d- But a house wi“ «laaa in tba windows 
cave. W 11 haVS numerous advantages over the Thoreau-model shack or the 

F°OCL£S nat^ally the biggest factor in survival, 

diet, in the barbarian future, 
war or flood < 
producing animals.

But it takes a lot of time, l’

^8ht’Sa very great nronortio ^f a r°°m tO SaVS the life of the last male? I suspect t 
their own food might do with^Zt/r-- - pr°vidit*
slaughtering livestock. “ “ ‘ 
occurred, I don't believe'that toTm^ p^U wu^d^ta^ve?

this countrv wnulH i oiggest ractor in survival. My suspicions tefl me that 
A J _ *. j_ .5^ Y°uld almost certain to turn into a nation of people with a vegetarian

--- * fcbe past, nations which have suffered disaster from
"a° nef°a£on bave continued to raise cattle and pigs and oeiier meat- 

. t. But the “issing factor today is the scarcity of people with th* 
cZt^rst^Lor^hf^^ the hiSt°ry °£ c£vili2atLn, Th^e £ this’ 
its meat Anv citv H h C & minority of the population produce almost all of 
food supplies become dubious?“ut intakes™ Ut'o^^T168 b" Backy*rd’ lf 
keep meat animals alive. Even the matter of o^L°£!“!LLtr!a?.tk\.aads“^Qb0 

because the last woman
’ I suspect that

t_p , rather than go through the messy process of
ILl2°^ing hoar^in8 could be minimized when the breakdown 

---------- * Food stocks are pretty 



well scattered over the nation at any given time, and there's always an enormous sv. 
pds of seeds on hand in the stores every year; diets would be restricted to a 
easily-grown, big-producing crops after the first year, oweve

Ue must probably resign ourselves to doing without electric power, within a year

* P. - r mainr electric Dower sources could be started again, a
breaking down^ompletely, because they can't 8®"e”^™hjP°^rr“u^edtfromT1VeS 

deteriorated too far.

blLr^okdXtedphone'numbers^adLr'after civilization collapses. However, 

there are still lots of o]

There's a pretty good clue to ^nfe expectan^ 
atomgeddon in the big phone strikes 

break down in sections over a ?f !^e'hiow°away’your phone book or that little
. 1 CQIUK unau a year after civilization collapses. However,

there are still lots'of old-fashioned telephone systems back in the wilderness, se 
contained, without dial equipment; some of those might keep going for 
years, if a power source could be rigged up and the poles aren t 
destroyed for yule log purposes.*

Naturally, the survival of radios and television sets depends 
mainly on the lasting qualities of house current. I should imag
ine that receiving sets could still be functioning a half-century 
after the blcwup, in fair quantities, by cannibalizing and drawing 
on stocks of reserve parts when sets failed. Unfortunately, t ere 
are few battery-powered radio sets in homes today which can re 
ceive the wavelengths which might be expected to continue trans 
missions after normal powers sources have failed; amateur and 
emergency transmitters utilizing the shortwave bands. If fed
eral authorities are really serious about civil defense, 
believe that there is only one way to keep in touch with 
the general public during such a breakdown period: 
distribute immediately crystal receiving sets by the 
hundreds of thousands. They have no moving parts, no 
tubes to wear out, no components that would be useful 
to looters, and weigh next to nothing. Even if homes 
have no power source, it might be possible to keep the 
public informed for years, by rigging up generating 
equipment strong enough to keep one or two longwave 
stations functioning in each general area. (I might 
add that you can buy a kit that will permit you to 
build a crystal radio, complete with earphone, for 
less than five bucks from Monky Ward, in case this 
article has done a really thorough job of alarming 
you, up to now.)

j that were occurring regularly, a few years back, 
telephone company said at the time thatjial -m-could^be^ 

if if maintenance men stayed off



I don’t believe that water would be a major problem in this problematical future, 
except for persons who refused to budge from the big cities. Without explosions or 
deliberate sabotage, over a period of months, possibly years, and the demand for water 
would naturally be cut tremendously by the cessation of manufacturing. This same 
factor, the end of factory operations, would actually make it easier to obtain water 
in many rural areas, where pollution from waste products is now a problem.

The arts would undoubtedly flourish under these conditions. The most stupid 
theme that I have encountered in science fiction in recent years, occurred in a story 
where all the characters sat around mawkishly emoting over one of the few surviving 
phonograph records remaining. The record was supposed to be a symbol of the almost 
extinct art of music. Naturally, this is all hogwash; men will be able to sing as 
well as ever, if every scrap of printed music and every record is wiped out; and only 
the simplest of tools and easily obtained materials are necessary to make very fine 
string and woodwind instruments. (Actually, I suspect that vinylite records will 
still be excavated from time to time in playable condition, when all our skeletons are 
crumbling into dust. They are almost indestructible without the use of extreme vio
lence.) It might be the finest possible thing forv the future of the arts, if some of 
them were wiped out in total war. It may be significant that painting was the first 
of the arts to reach great heights after the Renaissance: painting was the only fine 
art which didn’t survive from the height of Grecian culture, and as a result, all the 
outmoded traditions of sculpting and playwriting and narrative poetry strangled the 
workers in those forms after the Middle Ages, while the painters could follow their 
own genius.

Summing up^ Under the kind of quick, total war that I’ve postulated, I think \ 
that we'd continue to enjoy some of the advantages of civilization for the first 
decade, and that most of us would still have a few technological wonders operating 
around us when we had become old men and women. At a guess, I’d say that a century 
after this war would be needed to return normal life to the type known in North 
America during the 18th century, and five centuries to destroy all the clues to the 
scientific past.

---- Harry Warner, Jr.

Reprinted from: Horizons; Autumn, 1955, by permission of the author.

An Introductory Afterword

I purposely refrained from citing the reprint credit, until the end of the above 
article. The reasons for this course are twofold: 1) I believe that this particular 
item has held up suprisingly well after more than eleven years, and wondered just how 
fa^ itZ y°U would get before internal evidence gave away its not so recent origin; 
and 2), it serves as a springboard to the following:

The Postwar story is certainly not any more fashionable than when "How Long?" was 
iirst published--at least among the ’critical’ circles. Despite the certainty of be- 
looked at with askance, I must confess to a personal interest in this brand of story, 
that is less than addiction, but more than lukewarm.
c Therefore» 1>d llke see the above article serve as a springboard for a new item 

of discussion m D:B; not stories...but an updating, corrections, opinions on the above. 
Plus new articles...or suggestions for further reprints. What say? ---Bill Bowers
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LETTERHACK
• • f • , . •

PRIMER
WOROStWAIN KAISER

Thia is the letterhank.
Notice his sleepy look, and
The bags under his eyes.
He only sleeps one hour a night.
He types letters 90 hours a week. 
Ne never eats food--
Egoboo is the only thing that 
Keeps him alive.

Notice the evil fanzine editor.
‘He always tries to kill the
Letterhack.
He cuts down the letterhack1s 
letters.
He stops the lottdrhack from get
ting his egobo-
The nice, clean-cut letterhack 
Hates him.

' Look at the nice letterhack kill- 
ling the evil old faned.•

Notice his bleeding fingers— 
They’re from taking staples out of 
Eat crudzines.
He drops blood all over the fanzine^ 
He doesn’t even bother to read the | 
Lettered.
His only way of getting fanzines 
is to buy them.
Everybody hates him.
May he bleed to death all over his ' 
Sub fanzines.



See it just sitting ther.e in a
dead bile?
it is dead. All the way.
•rhe faned hilled it by hacking it 
to pieces. i
Hack! Hack;
Life has oozed.out of it.
The faned lI7ES on cutting letters.

We also heard from our

t. yo’Wf 

\S7jx
St the WMSIF COLUMN

I worked on this letter for three 
hours.
Eight different drafts were done. 
Nobody ate because 1 didn’t go 
to work today.
80^ postage was used. We waited— 
it got one line in the rtAHF column 
Let us ail n ATE the fanzine editor 
hate! hate! hate!

ARTIst' S av IE: The views of the author do not reflect the views of t*. 
artist of this article. Some of the words have been changed to 
comform’:with space problems. Vt . .

Ji i J ‘.•<■ ;p .

(Another UNPAID ADVERTISEMENT —Gee, are we losing m*ney!)

MARCON 2
. z presents:

.... ■ -c ROGER. ZELAZNY as Guest of.Henrr
DATES: APRIL’ §TH and 9TH. LOCATION: HOLIDAY INN NORTH. 1821'EAST MAHATTAN, 

TOLEDO .Q.HiO. 4 .What.,,;no Zip • Code, boys?} GOH: . Science Fiction’s 
#1 All~T:ime. Award’’Winner—ROGER ZELAZNY.

PROGRAM: Pre-publiqati.on reading by Mr. Zelazny--Pro Panels—Fan Panels — 
OPEN PARTY’’. / 41

(Slurp! Slurp.. )We strongly urge all fansr-wha are able, to
attend this regional convention; it’s informal and a lot of fun. Ye Eds.



------- listed : This is the official organ of the newly x w ,ncludes 
Queen's College. A membership in t ® C g°1£ ted __ that I could find, anyway — 
copies of the fanzine, but there is no price1 Darticular use for club member-
for out-of-town fans who want the fanzine ”ut have no particula proposed
ship. Write Tom. This first issue is admail .£anSa0' tor new
club constitution, a roster of m , bt-nined from the N3F Manuscript Bureau,fans, and a story by Ray Nelson, presumably obtained from the N3FM P
The story is quite good, although more of an £anzine. \ got
issues, this is more of an announcement o in e about as intelligent and
to talk with Trottier some at the Tricon, and he s® m vetting (Or they might 
capable as most fans, so future issues might well be worth getting, fur 
not; you oan never tell about fanzines.)never tell about fanzines.)

■■■ • Greg Shaw, 27O7B McAllister, San Francisco, Calif. 94118 -- **
50<® 5 for $2 or a lifetime sub for $10 : He plans to quit after 5 years, 

I see. This is 1 fanzine devoted entirely to the works £^°but
with the lettercolumn in front and the editoria in e , issue both
not inferior to other fanzines. The lettercolumn ^^the^maj discussions range
f^^l^sh^n^'Xrights0"'Tplla from Dainis Bis^nieks for -eryone to go

elvish singer, ° ’ didn’t sav how w*ll he fits that part, though Ielvish singing one way or another I wouldn t say now w j-a w* , 
suppose his high clear tenor would be a prime requisite. . 
record that Dainis recommended, he can also be heard on an ea y 
which has been reissued by two or three different companies.)

Felice Rolfe has an article on masquerade costumes from Tolkien, 
addicted to costumery it didn’t do much for me.)

There are three poems included. Those of Ted Johnstone and E.E. 
least as good as Tolkien's and probably better; 
pedestrian. There is an article, on ' ’ ’ L
that sort of thing, and here's another poem,

TJVutsibie 
these days’) and reports the most ghastly Tolkien news that I ve hear ye ’ P fi!m bitedin the 'L^rd of the Rings ■ starring DonoVan and using his alleged music as a 

soundtrack,_ you can have a copy ofthe cover of -the mag for 25c, tho I'm not sure why

ENTMOOT #4 :

If you don’t like the Greek 
Baez recording

as I’m not

Evers are at 
ibly the one by Peter Sloman is rather
writing in elvish if you're really interested in 

clu, by Michael Laton, which I overlooked 
In the editorial Greg mentions all the hip- •

that I've heard yet; a possible
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anyone would want a copy; a full-page interior by the same 
artist is much better done. It’s suprising, though; a lot 
of the best fan artists seem to be interested in Tolkien, 
but the Tolkien art I’ve seen in fanzines has been almost 
universally bad. Except for the cover, ENTMOOT does much 
better than most in the art line.

But they 
This is 

editorial 
addresses, 

what they have to offer and what they are interested in..

THE COLLECTOR'S BULLETIN #6 : Ned Brooks, 713 Paul St., 
____________________________ Newport News, Virginia 2360? 
-- irregular — no price listed : You may have to join the 
N3F to get this one; I'm not sure. (Well, you don t have 
to join; you can send contributions like I do. 
may not accept your money except as club dues.) 
one of the smaller issues. The editor uses his 
to provide a rundown on the new members; names,

There is a column on bibliographic material, giving titles 
arid a little, about each item. (You probably will never be 
able to locate any of this stuff, you understand, • but this 
tells you what you've missed.) I do the same thing in an 
article on more or less rare stf books; this was revised 

and updated from one I did for BANE several years ago. (I review things like 
Grids, by Sheehan^ Murder in Millenium VI, by Gray, War - 1974, by Rigg, e c.) 
are"several minor checklists and a good short critique of Robert Moore Williams, by 
Ddn D’Ammassa, included* ’• •

SATYR #3 • John D* Berry, 35 Dusenberry Rd., Bronxville, N.Y. 10708 -- irregular 
25q • This- takes off on censorship, with articles on the subject by Sutton 

Breiding and Mike Viggiano. They’re somewhat similar, but Viggiano’s seems better. 
Braiding tries too hard to be one of the boys, with little verbal-type ric s. ( 
mean, yeah, these things are garbage of the lowest degree, but... and lots of excl 
mation points after quasi-quotes attributed to his opponents.) Viggiano is content 
to present the facts without injecting life' action ’, and excitmenf. into them, and it 
comes across much better. The editor wants further articles on the subject (prefer
ably by people who have read these two). Breiding reviews fanzines, and Berry con
tributes a short story. (Parable? Parody? I’m not sure.) I guess the editor also 
reviews fanzines, as well as including a long editorial on this and that. Greg aw 
provides a nasty but funny parody of Pickering's writing, and there is a pome an 
various letters. Now, personally, I've read so many articles on censorship in various 
fanzines’-- arid written some, too -- that new ones tend to bore me. However, i you 

. haven't, you might well invest a quarter in SATYR. Breiding's article is about 
average for the course, and Viggiano’s is quite good.

_       • — * 4 • *1 A—   J X. - - - - w. e «/*"*> TA 1 A-* Q I 1

It will be "irregular...but... 
what sort of material

With'this came AVE CAESAR1, a one-sheeter devoted to more mundane topics like 
politics, war, propaganda, newspaper clippings, etc.
fairly frequent", cost 3 for 25q, and vary in size according to 
is contributed. :"

43202 -- monthly — 
the Central Ohio

COSIGN #5 : Robert B. Gaines, 336 Olentangy St., Columbus, Ohio
-------------- 25$, $2.50 per year : This is the official organ of
Science Fiction Society. (What kind of a name is that? Don’t you know that all good 
fans pick out pronounceable initials first, and then figure out a name to fit them?



You try to pronounce COSFC and before you know it they'll be pouring cough medicine 
own your throat and jabbing you in the arm with penicillin.) Having had 5 issu s 

in which to gain experience, this is a bit slicker looking than GE. The material is 
the usual stuff; undoubtedly the best item is Mike Ashley's article on the works of 
Feger Zelazny Short, but fairly well done. There are book, fanzine, movie and ty 
reviews a poem, a couple of items of fiction, and letters. The mag is developing, 
nothing terribly outstanding, but mostly average stuff. Larry Knight and Jay Kinney 
contribute good illustrations, and John Ayotte has an interesting cover. M 
artists in the field; good. (Andy Porter complained that I don t mention! 
ions often enough; every so often I recall this and mention a few. Not being an a 
critic I'm not going to go into things like Style and Meaning, but as long as the 
illo is fairly rtaliltic I can usually tell whether it's well-drawn or not. Abstracts 
;--e beyond me; either they would make a good linoleum pattern or they wouldn t, is 

about all I can tell.)

THE WSFA JOURNAL #34 : Don Miller, 12315 Judson Road, Wheaton, Md. 20906
______ _______ weekly — $2 per year : The official organ of the Washington, 

D.C. club, but also a good fanzine for reviews. Books, magazines (only regularly 
published magazine reviews available), and tv. Must say that I isagree wi 
Ptv review; I found "The People Trap" pretentious, illogical (with peoplthat crowded 
for room, why were there acres and acres and possibly square miles devoted to junk 
oars - each with its own little plot of ground - and unused sewer PiP«s->» •
stereotyped characters and the God-awfullest dialog I've listened to since I absent 
mindedly turned on a radio soap-opera once. Not to mention that the cen 
acters were the same sort of.stupid bastards who brought on the whole mess, so who 
could feel sympathetic toward them? It left a bad taste in my mouth. J^ere are _ 
letters, a convention report, and a list of 'forthcoming pb books - wen.there 
a few in Dec. and January .listed, tho most of the list would have been published be 
fore the fanzine was. •

DEGLER #157, 158 : Andy Porter, 24 East 82nd. St., New York, N.Y. ^8 -- weekly -- 
________________ 3 for 25c : A two-page newsletter. I wouldn t have thought a y 
one could find two pages of fan and pro hews a week, but Andy manages -- tho I mus 
say I consider a paragraph on the number of pages in a FAPA mailing to be mo 
padding than news. It's well worth your money, though, .if you're interested in fan 
and pro news and gossip.

KT.EKAS #17 : Felice Rolfe, 1360 Emerson, Palo Alto, Calif. 94301 — quarterly — 50c 
or 5 for $2 : Ed Meskys is chief editor, but I believe you send money 

That’s a lot of money for a fanzine, but then NIKE has been running 7 
per issue; a lot of them printed in micro-elite type. I can get throug 
fanzine in 10 or 15 minutes; NIKE takes a solid hour or better, even

In addition to Tolkien 
Rather surpris

didn’t UarnUmuchSfrom the article, but it's a good basic article for Pe°Pla
. . know very little about the stories. (If, for example you dldn t know that. the

to Felice.
to 90 pages
the average-----------— _
when I skip the Tolkien material (which I usually do). 
articles, this has an essay on "The Arabian Nights" by Piers Anthony. -- - 
ingly, considering that I've never read any of the translations of the stories.

Know very nccie aoouc (If, for example, you didn't know that the
good -.translations are generally referred to as 'unexpurgated , you P~bably®h°"£ 
read this.) The editress of a science-fiction book-publishing house in I y 
a rebuttal to a previous article on Italian stf. Diana Paxson compares^ and 
Future King with Rosemary Sutcliff's A Sword at Sunset. (She prefer s



Arthur to Sutcliff's; I wonder what she’d think of Henry Treece’s version, in The 
Great Captains?) Larry Janifer urges everybody to go out and buy Crank, by Robert 
Paul Smith. Ben Solon reviews fanzines, various people review books, and there is 
a long and generally rewarding letter column. (I see that John Boardman has run up 
against someone who can talk longer and quote more statistics than Boardman can, tho 
he isn't as entertaining while doing it.)

STEFANTASY #60 : Bill Danner, R.D. #1, Kennerdell, Pa. -- irregular -- for special 
" people only : Bill is a fanzine editor who is not interested in
money. He sends out STEF 'for the hell of it' and to attract interesting people. 
If you want a copy, write him and try to sound intelligent and if possible witty. 
Send a contribution. The magazine is devoted to the humorous aspects of modern 
America a sort of superior version of GRUMP. This issue includes professional 
(or almost professional) quality fiction, a lovely verse on the high cost of ’cheap 
thrills , parody-advertisements, a complaint, about ‘handling charges' and various 
odds and ends. It's probably the best fanzine being produced, but it probably 
doesn t have a big enough readership to get it a Hugo. (I nominated it several times, 
but apparently nobody else did because it never made it on the final ballot.) In
cidentally, on that advice to 'sound witty'; don't sound like the usual juvenile 
joker, I m sure Bill would prefer serious intelligence to cheap humor. Anyway, if 
you don't get an issue you've onlj lost a nickel; it's worth the gamble.

Robert Coulson



send qour LETTERS to: This NEW Address...:

Bill Mallardi 
369 Wildwood Ave.
Akron, Ohio M+32Q-

LETTERCOLUMN — being 
letters from the Reach 
ers -~_Edited by_B>L

LL Ffl-i tor’s note: The following letter I am print-
U s n d Whether you agree or dis-

ing whole for the perusal of all a moofc poinU It appears
agree with what this person y into a strictly Sercon Group,he is trying to "change".Fandom per se^iatoj ngyFandom, lfc is my 
and I'm happy to say he is faB h|‘ . and in the process doing his own 
opinion he is actually doing it harm, ana in %0DBLE:BILL wln no 
reputation no little 5°^’?!®°- Contributions by can
longer print any more Articles o t0 u other Fanzine’Editors
help it. I will not say anything either q-*nGSS re using his material; I 
reading this - .what you do is your OWN business re usi ^^ 
just want my position understood by the rest oi nfclv his sfcyle (?)
DID use was criticized unmercifully yv pw®lx sending all material
pf writing is not popular with t e , i not good calibre
by him in our files, back to him. The fact that ^n®^rall—bat there is 
als^^secondary Reason.'Tdon-t^/^iS ilrro^Tly'di^agree^th  ̂

and ^Cng^n^th: SlXr%as3Attached atonal note, to me, which I am 
also printing verbatim. It follows... .—BEli,,
STEPHEN E. PICKERING, U6 WAINWRIGHT DR., BAKERSFIELD, CALIF. 93308

Bill:

t ,„.iy uk. . ut«t».
individuals will reply merely f Mnvnmpnt to which I contributed), 
many publications of the Free Speec on Dage 4o, of your convention issue; 
as often as not saying nothing. , ..eimins that I am "16" years old. 
you make a rather annoying statement, while I enjoy the editorial 
Unfortunately, you are ^^ears behind^ 'w” £ misinformations abomin- 
content of your publications, I find tnese
able.-

STEVE....................
M Well, Steve, I, apologize, for the, ^f^ation, being wrong, but 
vou, see’, it didn’t originate, with, ^aS~^ S while we 
Midwestcon, last, year, to, fandom. The general con-were discussing,you,and your Contribut , » young person. I
sensus was,that your,material,seemed to show you were men£.oned it



STEPHEN PICKERING, cont:

A REPLY TO THE DYNAMIC YOUNG FOGIE: REBEL FROM THE RIGHT

Congratulations on your recent publication for the convention, and 
much success to you. This is to advise that your September issue manage 
to stir me up more than anything I’ve encountered in a long time. The 
letter by Jerry Pournelle, specifically, inspired me to stay up all night 
preparing an answer to Pournelle's absurd thoughts.

Some' individuals suffer from the acute inability to face facts; en
countering the ostensible complexities of political life (and even,.we now 
see, the relatively lesser complexities of discussing a liberal s views) 
is too much for such a person. And, he must turn his frustration to either 
political apathy or the half-truths of psuedo-conservatism, often express
ed in a general pomposity which too often (like the prose.comic books of 
Ted.White) becomes an insensible wail for social destruction.

The’appalTing!y prolific Mr. Pournelle, writing in your pages, calls 
the observant reader^ to the divergence between the realities of our nat
ional ethos, and our ideas about it. Then,through the use of a veritable 
blizzard of nonsensical verbage Sic attempts to snow the reader.in
to believing that Dr. Boardman, a liberal with many.astute qualities, is 
wrong in assuming that the Radical Right of our society is exclusively, 
responsible for-this divergence. If one has the patience.to take a.socio 
logical snow shovel to Pournelle’s reasoning, the absurdities of his alle 
gations become insultingly clear.

First, as we have noted (and we refer Mr. Pournelle to Daniel Bell's 
studies, The Radical Right, and The End of ideology.), Pournelle ignores 
the.role the Radical Right has.played in the divergence between idea and 
ideal. Then, for some unknown reason, Pournelle ignores a readily available 
fact: that student movements, particular those ’’radical' movements, can 
dispel this divergence through the introduction of unpleasant, but ines 
capable facts. Perhaps, Mr. .Pournelle did not want to analyze his own 
reasoning, but we had best.take a closer look at our conservative, would- 
be redeemer. . • '

One difficulty I find in criticizing his let ter,' from a sociological 
viewpoint, is that so many of his ideas, authoritative as they.may sound, 
when boiled down to their essence actually say absolutely nothing. And it. 
is hard to attack something that isn’t there. Anyway,-I shall do my best . 
to point out my objections to those bits and pieces of meaningfulness 1 . 
can manage to find in the letter. • . . n

One of your conservative’s more repulsive statements is that ~ne oi 
the candidates for Republican nomination for Congress in my own College s 
district happen to be coloured." One almost can hear the psuedo-liberal 
or conservative: "Why, some of my best friends are colored.'

Since when, Mr. Pournelle,•are the platitudes of .this Police State 
reflected in such actions (by those same people that make the aforement
ioned statement) as Ehe deliberate inciting of ethnic group clash, the. 
adulation of militant anti-communism and McCarthy-ism, and the.supporting 
and applauding of such individuals as Russell Kirk, Billy Hargis, etc..

And, Pournelle goes on to suggest, such things as youthful liberals 
demonstrate the norms of the radical left, as opposed to the Glorious



STEPHEN PICKERING, cont:
/^-oning^hat typifie^those^on^ 

servatives who endeavor to analyze poi ^-,dcd<.y with power or infcelli- 
Ted White-like nonsense—he is 0°"f“®in^ p^^te extremist "conservative" 
gence. I think it not improper, often, to equate eitre^^ .nteresfced . 
to "bigotry." In attempting to pro e ignited violence and fear (e.g.,
in individual rights, many Birchites /books such as Pass The Pover-
Hargis' hate records; Constructive Action s books, sucn as

section of
two, emotional young liberals such’as Dr. Boardman are merely,vince the ill-read reader that 11 b®ra;J-s sucn as vi. ^edo of peace
isolated and relatively unsupporte , ® mnis is an bad as Evers' non-
and justice from the conservative element. This is an
SenSSBut what brand of peace and justice is actually forwarded by the rad
ical right? McCarthy-ism; intolerance^ paper^mache^reasoning, 

SfcW&tt “-“1 - “ “ K t &”?

S* St,
ering constructive advice, Mr. ourneli ? m-ii-it-arv oolicv is specifi- 
perpetrate the dangerous ideal that our entire -- ~ • . gl r
cally geared to hunting ouMand, "S^word I can figure
?teuB’mean?--^»nathen,"eviis"of communism, whether Marxist, Chinese, or 

tGIn true half-blind fashion, the Radical Right 
cries the tangible aid the United States is f^ing 
old age pensioners, the development of flouridate 
water centers. But the insults and atrocities of 
Dan Smoot, Robert Welch, and others are virtually 
ignored. After all, the reasoning seems to go, 
Welch and Smoot are ’’Americans”, too, so why 
should we object if they want to invade and 
butcher other people’s lives who are, after 
all, only communists anyway?

This deliberate underplaying of the 
motives of the far right, and the school 
to which Mr. Pournelle seems to belong, 
has gone far enough. Those who insist that 
this is a battle for ’’freedom’’ against 

"■infiltrating communists” are ignoring the 
most painfully obvious facts.

de- 
for
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STEPHEN PICKERING, concl:
The Radical Right (or, if you wish, the “conservative") position.can 

best be summed up by quoting from The Blue Book: “...because the American 
support of the of the international Communist conspiracy is now the back
bone of its strength, and has been for many years. If and.when we reach 
the point of helping the Communist conspiracy everywhere in the world, we 
shall-have won a most important battle in the war ahead." Or, moxe to the 
point "And this is taking us over /the communist “infiltration"/ by a 
process so gradual and insidious that Soviet rule.is.slipped over so far 
on the American people, before they ever realize it is happening, that 
they can no longer resist the Communist conspiracy as free citizens, but 
can’ resist the Communist tyranny only by themselves becoming conspirators. 
against established government." The latter statement, with my emphasis 
added, is suffice to show that a mythical "conspiracy" of the.communists 
does not exist; rather, the conservatives, particularly the Birchers, are 
advocating a "two hundred year" plan of overthrowing the “communist liber
als’." control.

A pretty future, indeed.

As a Marxist socialist, I do not say that the United.Suates is perfect, 
nor that our present government under Johnson (or, conceivably, under 
Reagan or Goldwater) is desirable or “democratic." But the way to build 
improvement is not to invoke fear, McCarthy-ite intolerance, or perpetrate 
the nonsense Pournelle has been writing about. One cannot agree with.the 
phrase which states that conservative Extremism in the persuit of virtue 
is no wrong. For each man must define “virtue” for himself and, having 
done so, strive to show others what he has found. Such a sharing can never 
come about if each man is a conservative extremist (for Motherhood, Virtue, 
and Patriotism; against LSD, “smut", and “subversives") who defines his 
own idea, of “virtue,” and then moves to force it on his fellow man. We do 
not need extremists of a rightist hue who will only destroy and defame.

For those “fans’- who cannot read beyond a letter column of a fan jag- 
azine, allow me to quote from Karl Marx: “The.materialistic doctrine that 
men are products of circumstances and upbringing and that, therefore, chan
ged men are products of other circumstances and changed upbringing, for
gets that circumstances are changed precisely by men, and that the.educa- 
.•tor himself must be educated... .The standpoint of the old materialism is 
’civil society'; the standpoint of the new is human society. _

Hopefully, the readers of Double Bill (who are not so politically 
naive nor so stupid as Pournelle ostentatiously implies in writing his 
“authorative” letter) will resist the luring howlings of the Radical Right
ists. Mr. Pournelle should read; analyze; study the Nev; Left’s ideals a 
little more; and, then, he can attempt to write the same, insulting at
tacks against the honorable Dr. Boardman that is, if he believes in the 
“American Way.“

(-(-Let me ask you something, Steven: "As a Marxist socialist"-- your own 
words I quote there — do YOU believe in the American Way??.Makes me won
der... And,'if you or anyone else questions me on what it is in your 
letter I disliked enough.to reject all articles by you, (that I said on 
first page of lettercol, if you forget) it's that above quoted statement. 
Politically, I’M a mixture of conservative and liberal; make of thiat what 
you will.//Derek Nelson’s article- thish airs my. sentiments exactly.BEM44



DWAIN KAISER, 1397 N0- 2™ ^E.^ UPLAKD, CALIF.,917% j like
Excellent...a re®^ s ?hevgfeel vrong and besides they get dam- 

of the heavy covers, on fanzines they rrfcogread fche material inside.
^^^lo^tL^ad rs^o see ^atjs inside .that is the important

that really count!—BEM1}
The cover drawing by Adkins was excellent, to be expected of course 

since Dan Adkins is a top grade artist. vlews by Buck Coulson...
Mild-Mannered isn't exactly what I'd call reviews oy buck seeing 

but then it's always nice to see him doing long reviews.(I enjoy see g^ 
the axe swing up and down again slowly on some poor fane 
thank ghod it isn't me.)

U If you were ARGUING about it, HOW in 'ell did you both AGREE to it-.W 
Some of the other members of our little group disagreed, as ^their^ighj 
that'of ^racist ItnceTdon'^know Robert Heinlein personally (certainly 
o^we^en^gh^o'cal? him "Bob" like Dr. Pournelle can) I -n't state 

for certain that in person he's the .same way, but then I haven^t 
anything from him to argue much differe . anatO'C SFACT SFICTION ... 
thing from what I’ve seen of the editorials of ANALOG SFACT, SHCliuw.... 
Campbell also seems to slide into the range of an outright racist, in ideas 
and’belief. But then Heinlein uses ideas in his novels which .1 agree w , 
and at times which don’t seem to be that of a racist.... perhaps i 
case of reading something into his work which doesnt there.. ..
the whole question could be solved if I knew Heinlein personal y, • 
enough in person to be able to understand his viewpoint m person not his 
viewpoint in print.

Did the D:B Symposium finally get auctioned off.... TOY how strange, 
knowing you Bill’s as well as I do I was certain that -v^ d figure outcome 
reason for it not to be sold at that WorldCoH too......... I m looking fo
ward to the details.... 44 Well, Bowers & I wanted it so had we Llovd^ 
absconding with a bound-up Collector s Item like th^t. was, but Lloy 
Biggie Jr. was at the con too, and he can run faster than we can. So we 
were forced to bid on it ourselves, legal-like. We chickened out, though, 
at $50.00; the details? Lloyd had it bound up in a BEAUTIFUL 2-volume set, 
for a VERY reasonable fee. It finally was sold to a fan I had never heard 
of before, and who didn't seem to realize just what it .w^s he was getting. 

(Guess he’d never heard of .the D:B Symposium before!) Anyhow, it now is 
making a beautiful addition to the bookshelf of: WILLIAM.J. CLARK, 1300 
North Scott St., Apt.#9, Arlington, Va., 22209. The Winning bid was an 
even $60.00, ALL of which went to TAFF. Clark made the check out to Ter y 
Carr -- Terry, it v/as a Good Check, I hope?.' It was up ^0 terry, a ect
American TAFF Administrator, to put it in the TAFFund;or send it onto the 
next Administrator. That $60. should make a good starting nestegg for the 
up-coming TAFFrace. §§ Bowers & I were proud to be associated with such a 
project" and'glad it got so much money for TAFF. §§. I hope Wm. Clark keeps 
and enjoys his prize for many years to come. --BEM^-9



JERRY POURNELIE, 8396 FOX HILLS AVE., BUENA PARK, CALIF. 90620 ~
Thanks for the opoortunity to examine Mr. Pickering s letcer. Tell m- 

-- he isn't really twenty years old, is he? He s got to be in early a ol 
escence? 'Fraid not. .■)•)• In any event, it serves no useful purpose for 
me to enter into some kind of discussion in print with °pp2sjR°a |fc* 
ing of an uneducated child fascinated with his.discovery.of P^ysyllabic .
words, and convinced that somehow he is a leading authority.If he vere a :
genuine Marxist - ie.. if he truly knew anything.about Marxist political, 
analysis — his very rarity would justify a certain a®°p" 0 r'
in debate with him. Unfortunately, on the internal evidence of his letter, 
he isn't very likely to know more about Marxism than, say, one of my soph 

M°re!n my own defense, let me, gently, offer the .
in #15, I took exception to John Boardman s constant and irritating equ 
tion of conservatism with racism. I particularly took exception t • 
Boardman's manufacture of evidence. Boardman stated that in the publica 
tions of conservatism he found full and sufficient:evidence to warrant his 
predicting that liberals, progressives, Jews, Negroes, Communists, and . . 
sundry others would all end up in concentration camps. This istypical 
Boardmanese, and I listed all of the reputable.conservative and Conserva 
tive publications I could think of, and asked in which Boardman found his 
evidence. I have yet to get an answer, and I am not surprised. And 
not consider myself answered when Mr. Pickering, lists a raft of left w g 
authors and writings and suggests that 1 read them. F?-rst, I have rea 
quite a few of them; and second, I still do not.see where that„P£°ve|0^°" 
conservative writing that we are already stringing the wire .
Kan" Then, I objected to Dr. Boardman's assumption that Mr. Elliot Shorter 
would, because o? his race, be unwelcome at Conservative PartyA^in^on 
in New York. I said that I could not speak for New York, but that invC 
qervativ° political circles in which I am active, he would be most welcome, 
Cd I produced as evidence the following facts: 1) ^at the local president 
of the YR’s on campus* and 2) a candidate "who recieved the supp 
campus Young Conservatives, were colored. If this be invalid argumentation 
then I don't know what els^ I can say. It appears that when Pickering adopt
ed Marxist socialism, he decided that only evidence which supports his 
position can be presented. Come to think of it, this is universally true, 
so why am I suprised?

I-hadn't intended to write at any length, but one thing disturbs me 
sufficiently to make me want to continue.. I wonder how may readers re y 
do equate conservatism with "radical right"?Because it is heigh 
political naivete--even for a Marxist socialist-?to accuse conservatives 
of being radicals. Really. Heaven's above, look in the dictionary, even, 
already yet..And I will greatly appreciate it if in future DOUBLE.B ILL s 
correspondents will get their villains straight. Russel K^kJ-S a bril n 
political philosopher, author, historian, and columnist who I am proud t 
claim as a friend. Billy James Hargis is a radio, preacher who has calle 
me a "left wing liberal" among his kinder epithets. It isn t nice to put 
the two into the same box, Mr. Pickering. But more than.that, it not only 
isn't fair, it betrays the usual kind of undergraduate inability 
meaningful distinctions between one's enemies. . . .cle, I wish I were apaffingjy prolific. If I get that designation jusu 
from a one page letter in DOUBLE:BILL, gosh, just wait until I write a



JERRY PQTJRNELLE, concl. ri.p Hoi ncr bhat" ’ somebody’regular column for somebody..... 44 How about JbB_.b g som y
At least from time to time, if not regular?—BEMn what words 
Pickering come up with then? Stupefyingly prolific ...n .........

If this confusing bunch of tripe is the result of an all-night vigil, 
I suggest, Mr. Pickering, that next time you should go to bed and write 
44 AsVslde^bote to my actions in barring Pickering from D^: I see that 
??obmrhis°“inen tMtlt ven

Pickering allegedly robbed Forty Ackerman of collector's items worth a lot 
of money?..(He returned it, apparently; though Coulson still^is banning 
his material & letters). Since D^B will be/is out ^decision to
riArifv anv misconceptions from you readers — I came to my decision co 
ban Pickering before Buck did, and wasn't infh^^^^ident anyone 
in deciding it. I’m sure Buck hadn’t even read about the incident in 
DEGLER! when I came to MY decision, because I decided it
first received Pickerings letter; and I don't receive DEGLER., so until it 
was mentioned by Coulson in Y, I hadn't heard of the incident But it 
seems my actions Droved right after all. That makes two zines I know of 
who won’t print Pickering anymore!—BEM^i

TOM DUPREE, 809 ADKINS BLVD., JACKSON, MISS. 39211 . .. has
The review of REPULSION was very good; I enjoyed it. The picture has 

not clayed any Jackson movie houses, and I have my doubts as to its evep 
playing here. 44 So do I, now. It was at Akron's Art Theatre over a year 
ago!}) But the short subject you described was fascinating. Can you give 
us any more information about its production? 44 Fraid. nofc‘ •• 1 ,. tht»
call'anything else re the credits, or anything. ONE thing I DO recall, the 
man playing the fisherman looked familiar to me — hewas either one of tl 
many-times-photographed MAD staff members, or Bill Gaines himself. He was 
short, stocky,and had a mustache or goatee, I think. —BtWf .

There's a lot of folk music talk in the lettercolumn, if indirectly. 
Perhaps I could ask a favor of D:B's readership — while in Virginia about 
two months ago, at a meeting of the Fellowship of the Purple Tongue,44??W 
I heard a tape recording made by a group called the Pugs._*hey^are undes 
cribable and really wild. I like ------ --
album that the tape came from (I think it was called VIRGIN FOKbblJ 
don't know the label, i._- 1_ - ., 
Arnie Katz, 98 Patton Blvd., New 
you want. --BEM2-9

I am in favor of fiction in D:B, huu —7**77''
insist that you have too great an emphasis on it. The fiction . .
seen in the past few issues of D:B are ^cut ahove^the normalfan^fiction 
offerings 
his 
the normal lettering-guide headings like on B®n_Solon_s^column^look^more 
and

them. I’ve been trying to hunt down the 
--------------------------- but 1 

nor do any of the local record shops. 44 Write to
Hyde Park,.N.Y. I'm sure HE has the info 

and to hell with those faaans who 
i which I’ve

as isand Roger Zelazny's surrealistic story here is very good,

And. by the way: I like your headings! I must say though, that 

more out^of"place^after^ seeing the fancy electro-stencilled things.
I was surprised myself to see all that talk about the cartoons in ~ 

lettercol, too. The consensus goes with you, though, about the vJarnei ca 
toons, as you noted (except for that Grouchy Old Buck Coulson, who has sue 
cessfully convinced some quaking neofans that he never smiles 01 that if 
he did, the world would end or- something).

poem.



TERRY JEEVES, 30 THOMPSON RD, SHEFFIELD,, 11, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND
Adkins’ cover was excellent, slightly reminiscent of Cartier, but 

more artistic, and less cartooning than Cartier -was inclined to produce. 
A nice economy of line, vet adequate hatching where needed. The whole • 
thing’s full of action.

Of the interior illos, my favorites were undoubtedly those beautiful 
little bits by Barr...again, a strong Cartier influence, this time with 
the cartoon touch...but what lovely little sketches. You can pack the mag
azine with these, and I for one, will not complain. Eisenstein’s illo was 
good, but overshadowed by the work of Barr & Adkins...who also had a good 
little sketch on page 10...not as good as Barr’s, but only slightly below 
them in quality. Your own three little ventures into the field were not 
displeasing either, and well up to the quality if not the ambition of the 
rest of the stuff in the art line. 44 Uh.. correction.. .1 didn’t draw them; 
you must mean Bill Bowers...! can’t draw for diddley-poop.’—BEM^-4 Scott- . 
and Smith, sorry but I can’t give them any lollipops, as their work had 
nothing to recommend it* REG on page 53*.well this is one of those fillos 
which needed filling in before shoving in the corner... 44...??.*—BEM)4

Bowers’ editorial.. Interesting.*! liked the ’shoulder blade’, and"" 
the:problem re enlisted and officer type faneds.. and b b fandom.

Wallaby Stew...excellent, just the right size and shapA for fmz re~ 
vi ews...

The House of the Hanged Man...chum if you publish much more of this 
I’ll tell vou who needs hanging.Seriously, it was well written, but (a) 
too damn’ clever and (b) too damned pointless.

Poets Cornered. Well, though I hate poetry, and fan fiction type 
poetry is’worse than most, I enjoyed seeing Lloyd Biggie coming up with a 
condemnation on fannish poets for NOT learning their craft first. I heart
ily concur. Too many fannish poits just write down words, and sit back in 
the hope that somebody will acclaim their genius...* here is a sample.;. 
”1 saw...stark a raving tearing thing of bones

and blood
Phlitter phlattering through the phalan'gers 

and green, green, green.” 
44 Hey., that’s GREAT’. I like that poem very muck..—BEM}}

Fair makes me sick. More power of Lloyd’s elbow if he can uproot the like. 
Bowers' piece of ’Whither the Prophet’ left me adrift-. I couldn't 

and where he was quite find out where he pursued the theme of his title, 
discussing the modern trends (and types) of story.

Repulsion. An excellent pair of reviews..! enjoyed 
theme repulsed me...I SHALL NOT go and see this film.

Bloodshot Eye. ...its nice to see that I’m NOT the

them, but the

only one who feels 
modern s-f is bogged down in its own cleverness with the’philosophical’ 
story.

A while back, I said the first editorial smacked of wondering what 
to write about... well, I’.m afraid that Evers’ Editorial showed this to 
high heaven. Virtually every paragraph was a cast-around for some peg to 
hang a theme on...no pegs turned up I’m sad to say.

Personally, I think you only need to do one thing to silence all 
critics of your layouts*..namely, increase the size of the letters used 
in the title. At the moment, being fairly small, and not spread out, they 
tend to lack impact alongside large areas of type. Increase the letter 
size, spread a little more, and your problems will be solved. 44Will do.)4 



MIKE DECKINGER, Ap't. 12-J, 25 Manor Drive, NEWARK, NJ. O71C6
As I first mentioned to you at the convention, The Fisherman 

published in one of the E.C. horror comics about thirteen years ago. I 
don’t recall the issue or title (I have no E.C.’s in my posession) but 
I’m quite sure the artist was Jack Davis and the plot was exactly as you 
outlined. This is the first instance I know of an EC comic book st^y 
being adopted as a short subject, and it makes me wonder why more such 
stories aren’t looked into. There were many EC stories that make perfect 
plotlines for projected short subjects, in both the horror and sf comics. 
(And perhaps the sf comics might be a better choice, since there wasn t 
such an intense emphasis on gruesome details and death.).

Earl Evers’ method of taking over D:B, by pulling rank, is quite 
unique in the history of fanzine publishing. Eyer^ has hit on the Jaeal 
solution to the problem, and I hope that when he finally outranks Bill 
Bowers, he’ll allow Bowers to remain on the D:B staff m some menial cap
acity. <40ops...Earl is Out of the service now..but though he ^oesn t 
outrank Bowers, he STILL is taking over more responsibilities, from BOTH 
of us... certainly hope D:B can survive being pubbed by three fans.who are 
so far apart! (Bowers is being transfered to Manila, the Philippines).,, 

Zelazny’s story is nowhere as good as his pro submissions (and 1 
be damned surprised i it was). It's good to see he hasn’t begun to ig
nore fanzines. . . n . ..

I would hardly expect the Analog of today to be comparable to the 
Astounding of fifteen years ago, and if Ben Solon is disturbed at this 
fault, he should observe the downward trend more closely. Whether or not 
Campbell has been solely responsible for’this drop is debatable..I think 
several conditions have combined} higher productions costs, more and more 
writers becoming disenchanted with sf and seeking other fields, and 
faulty editorial judgement that holds circulation—building gimmicks are 
aeceptable in a magazine which appeals to the most sophisticated and ed
ucated readership.' Campbell just isn’t demanding enough. He let Garrett 
get away with the ’’Mark Phillips” stories, and he s letting Garrett get 
away with "Too Many Magicians”. • - -•/ , .

The I.B.M-. card on nage 30 provided one of .the satisfying releases^ 
I’ve ever experienced. Upon sighting the object, I immediately ripped it 
from its page, and proceeded to bend, twist, fold, spindle, mutilate, 
tear, rip, burn, soak ahd cut-the card. I am no sadist at heart, but this 
particular form of activity has been supressed, with frequent warnings, 
for so long a time that I could contain myself no longer. I feel better 
now. Thank you. 44 You’re welcome. We figured some fans would do that 
to the card -- as a sort of therapy — and we didn't care one whit. But 
it seems (so.far) that you're the only one to do so...—BEM49-

All this talk on different types of animated cartoons reads like a 
put-on, though I gather those involved are quite serious.- I used to get a 
kick out of the cartoons • myself t many years ago, -in both movie houses and 
on the tv screeh.'I once went to a Saturday matinee that consisted of 
four hours of cartoons. (Such a program gives-me nightmares today.) But 1 
canTt bring myself to sit through any these days without feeling definite 
symptoms of creeping boredom. I saw a few i*lintstones features when the 
show first came on the air and I was more than bored, I was disgusted. 
This was billed Ps an "adult cartoon series", though presumably the adult 
tag was justified by use of some of the phoniest canned laughter I ve 
ever heard.



ROBERT BL^CH, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Then*3 are two items in the current issue on which I’d like to comment; 

the first being H^rry Warner, Jr..’ s letter. Speaking of paperback editions 
he says, ’’Now all the major publishers get displayed in thousands of 
places, and except for a rare all-out promotion.of some timely book* the 
display space is equivalent.” As a writer whose work has appeared in the 
paperback editions of many publishers, I must point out that Mr. Warner 
has seemingly overlooked a most important factor; i.e. , the number of 
copies printed. The ’’best-sellers”j the more literate examples of dis
guised pronorgraohy and the titles in popular mystery and -spy series often' • 
are put out in print-orders of a half-million, a million, or even more; as 
a result, they are (a) regularly and rigorously promoted by their publish
ers, who in some instances even furnish special display-shelves for these 
titles, and (b) occupy, and most prominently, a disproportionate share of 
newsstand and magazine-rack space. Whereas most sf and borderline-sf.ti
tles are given little or no special promotion and are often limited in 
their printings to a hundred thousand or a hundred and fifty•thousand 
copies. As a result, sf is often difficult to locate; it’s buried away at 
the bottom in general store displays and relegated to the least conspicuous 
place in magazine-stand setups. Most dealers, swamped by the number of 
publishers offering titles, tend to regulate their selection by the amount 
°f supply available rather than wait to judge demand; if a publisher has • 
printed- a million copies of Book A and ballyhoos the fadt, the dealer will 
reason that Book A must be a good bet and therefore he takes a substantial 
order; Book B, with a printing of only a hundred thousand, scarcely "merits 
a token order. This is, certainly, not the only factor governing the 
success or failure of sf in paperback editons, but it is an important one, 
as most writers quickly learn.

I was also interested in the review of REPULSION; most particularly 
in the ’’Prologue” remarks regarding the short subject, THE FISHERMAN. I’m 
certain that this theme — the fisherman who is actually being fished for 
himself -- is an ancient one; but I do happen to know of at least one 
source. • ‘ .

In the April, 1939 issue of STRANGE STORIES there’s a story entitled 
THE BOTTOMLESS.POOL, by Ralph Milne Farley. Here’s your fisherman, actual
ly fished for -- and caught -- by a denizen of a mysteriously deep pool. • 
I recall the night at the Milwaukee Fictioneers, late in ’38, when Roger'- 
Sherman Hoar (Ralph Milne Farley) proposed the one-line notion as the 
basis for a fantasy. He couldn't seem to implement the idea" in terms of 
plot and characters-, and ended up by suggesting that somebody take the 
premise and work it up-. This was done, and the result sold under his 
byline, because his collaborator happened to have two other stories in the 
same issue — one under his own name, and one under a pseudonym.

The reason I' hanpen to remember this so vividly is because I was the 
guy who wrote the story. Small world....

But a pleasant one, brightened as it is by your latest issue.

44 Thanks for writing,Bob, we appreciate hearing from you — and one ver
sion of the origin of THE FISHERMAN. Feel free do to so frequently! §§ • 
Thanks also to Mike Deckinger for HIS information on the tale; methinks 
you’re right, Mike. However,! regret to say someone else sent a note ex
plaining the story also appeared in an anthology edited by Damon Knight,! 
think; but I HAVE L06T THE NOTE. Sorry about that. I think it was Bill 
Roberts, or someone else from Calif. If he’s reading this: SEND INFO AGAIN? 
I’ll print it next issue, ok? —BEM)4



HARRY WARNER, JR. *+23 SUMMIT AVE., HAGERSTOWN, MD. 217^0
Don't fret. and. fuss over complaints about your layout and editing pri 

cedures. Attractive layout, to me, is something thau literally att^a s 
cause the eye to linger long enough to get the reader started in bhep 
cedure of reading the contents of that page. Most of us read everything m 
a fanzine anyway, so my publishing ventures have always reflected my per- notion'thU once you have legible typography not^oo many mistakes 
in it, and clarity in whatever artwork you're running, there s little more.

bei&suspect a scholastic origin for Bill Bowers’ article on science fic- 
tion and prophecy. But if it's how it came into being, it reads much better 
than the stiff and obvious style of most examples of this source of fanzine 
material. 44 You must be psychic’.You’re absolutely correct. .Bill says he 
did it for one of his classes at the AFB.--BEM^7 .The one major point on 
which I disagree is his assumption that the sputnik created some kind of 
turning point for science fiction. I can t recall anyone gafiatmg or be 
coming a simonpure faan and announcing that this event was the.cause of his 
transformation. Nor is it at all certain that the. first satellite had an... 
real effect on the sort of professional science fiction that.was being 
written..Of course, there’s the limited effect that it made it impossible 
to write a story in which mankind sent up its first orbiting object.on y. 
to find it snatched by lurking creatures outside the atmosphere or in ^nicn 
the first successful orbiting object tripped the trigger on something that 
had been left in space to wipe out humanity as soon as.it reached this 
point of development. But as I remember the reaction nine years ago, a.few 
technically minded peoole like Andy Young got exited because they realized 
what a feat the first sputnik represented, and the rest of us wondered why 
there was so much excitement over an accomplishment that was still a long 
way from manned and controlled flight in space.

• Repulsion sounds interesting, although I’ve been disturbed by the 
tendency of the movies to show in sharp focus for considerable foouage so 
many revolting objects. Once Hollywood accustoms the public to bones prob 
ruding through flesh and decomposing scalps, what can it do to give a gen
uine jolt to the hardened audience?

Your editorial makes me feel more ashamed of myself than ever tor 
missing, the Tricon. I got up sick on the stomach in the middle of the week 
just.before leaving for the event, stayed sick all that day, and gob up the 
next day with a pain in my 'belly. I didn t think that even a Tricon was 
worth the .risk of finding myself .with appedicitis somewhere on a turnpike 
somewhen ..during the eight hours between Hagerstown and Cleveland. » o 
stayed home and didn’t get appendicitis after all, even though the stomach 
ache has .returned this week. 44 Don’t apologize for.being sick,. arry.... 
there’s no reed to. We do wish you could have made it to the iricon; bUu 
instead werll see you at Nycon 3?—BEM» 44 Could it be you have my ulcer.T-

There seem to be a whole variety of techniques now in use^to reduce 
the cost‘of producing animated cartoons. Tom Dupree mentions the most 
noticeable variety, in which only one tiny segment of the frame contains 
any motion while everything else is a still. I've seen segments in wnicn a 
second or two of action had obviously been rephotographed a half-dozen 
times or more, for,the purpose of a chase or a fight. Somewhere or other, 
I’ve read that there are also producers who don’t produce framesfor 
every second of screening time, but only 16 frames, rephotographing tiie-. 

■ 40 ■' ;



HARRY WARATER, concl:
“other eight frames, I imagine that this would 

be hard to spot, even if you were looking for 
it, because of the general jerkiness.with 
which most animated cartoon action.is supposed 
to occur. Meanwhile, I wonder if anyone.will 
ever again produce simon-pure full-length 

cartoon movies in the old Disney tradition, 
without resorting to combinations of animation

and straight photography.
« Speaking of Disney, it's t00.bad he Passedp?]±^TAneThat'^on^of the 
he’s ever done, in my opinion, is his famous FMTASIA That s one of th 
Classics; I really enjoyed it...saw it two or three times, my .

"^^“or?at-irheh:rve^u: 

aUcartoonaversion^fTolkien's ’tW°H0BBIT or _ even i^cut
he would have done an excellent job on it, without being overly cu

Curiously, Hagerstown has undergone the kind superintegrati°n ±n 
its elementary schools that Alex Eisenstein writes about. V1Fbaa^ f 
schools were constructed in Hagerstown for nearR 2°/®^? ’ because of 
the Depression and then the war. The first new school bu?j“ afb®£t| 
interregnum was right in the geographical cente t-h^hirildines that
and 15 years later it’s still superior in some ways to the buildings t..a 
have gone up since. But federal and state pressures forced the locaL 
school system to abandon it for general education purposes, abd d^ld® 
the Negro children among other schools, almost all of them creating long 
er walks for the pupils and in some cases overcrowding classrooms badly. 
?rsuspect that the change, ridiculous though it appears in some ways was 
a good one, because of the way it has helped to break the barriers be- 
tween the white and Negro children when they're small. Of course, a town Hagerstown's size doesn't create the same difficulties that such schol- 
astic integration creates in a metropolis with several Negro areas and 
prohibitively high costs of land needed for new in-city schoo s.

LLOYD D. HULL, 2532-9TH., GREAT BEND, KANSAS 67530 '
I don't know why, but I seemed to enjoy 15 somewhat less.than 1H-. 1 

think the main reason possibly was that Ik was the first fanzine tha 
got as I tip-toed my little self into fandom (6-3, 210 pounds)..

After I got my first Double:Bill, I began throwing money into envel
opes, left and right, prepared to spend huge sums of money for any fan 
zin* that I could get a hold of. Soon however, I began to realize how 
stupid I was (I ran out of money), and began to sub to any fanzines that 
were in my opinion best. 44 Sorry D:B disillusioned you so.much. BE ,,

In The Bloodshot Eye, Ben Solon said that he could still remember 
the first science-fiction magazine he ever bought. I too remember mine. 
It was a juvenile by Robert Heinlein, called Have Spacesuit, will Travel. 
From that point on I was a fan of Heinlein. •.

There seems to be a great deal of discussion on Stephen Pickering. 
How come? 44 He's controversial-)-} Do you really think he merits all oi 
it? 44Not really}} At first I thought that perhaps it was because I was 
new to fandom that I couldn’t understand him. But soon I realized that 
he didn't have an idea of what he was talking about. I dunno. He s al
ways saying t^at we should do something more for science-fiction than we



^-^rr^TT-fv/think he is doing it more harm than anyone, writing that 
tr^ of his H You bit the nail?on the head, , . And you seem- to have good 

judgement for a so-called Noofan. mnviP ’’REPULSION”, If

Uke There^Iems^be a lot of discussion on "Fail Safe", and how it isn't 
true science-fiction. Then what is it? Certainly isn’t a detective novel. 
Nor a western. I maintain that anything which is ^itten about f^ure sjt; 
nations^ is science-fiction. I think the reason "DAVY" 
unread readership in areas other than science-fiction, is form simple 
reason that the averaee person outside science-fiction can n°t ide t fy 
with it. The possibility of a nuclear waf, tbey °®n- an/it reallv did 
were watching "Fail Safe" on television-the other night, and it really d 
something to her. She said, ”if this is science-fiction, I like it. on, 
bv the way Scott Kutina might like to know she's the most intelligent 
person I've ever known, (with the exception of my Father) man woman. Oh, 
and also Scotti I doubt if vour hair was any longer then mine. Now I've, 
got what we call a Bobby Kennedy cut out here. Incideptly, he s going to 
be President in 1972, along with his brother as Vice-President. Any et 
Better not be, cause you’ll lose. Bobby s our man. . ...

Dr. Pournelle has some very good points in his rebuttal of Mr.Board
man’s letter. Perhaps here we have a half way responsible 
is it that after the conservatives long struggle to stamp out liberals, 
that they are finding themselves stamped on. Now the all mighty conserve 
tives are shouting for fair play. After.all it is true, uhat in this 
country liberalism i.s In, and conservative principles are Out.

Look Dr. Pournelle, I’ll agree you’ve got some good points. But no^j 
let me tell you why I’m against you, and vou're so-called conservatives. 
1. I am against any group of people who would rather destroy a house clear 
down to the ground, and leave it without even it's foundations to st.^nd 
on, rather then doing it the democratic way. 2. I m against any group of 
people who state that such people as: John F. Kennedy Dwight D Eisen
hower (even though I don’t like the man personally), Arthur Goldberg, 
Dr. Albert Schweitzer., Franklin D. Roosevelt,.Robert F. Kennedy, Cordell 
Hull (of which I take personal offence), Adlai D. Stevenson, and many, 
many other respectable men Communist, or Communist control c . 3. - am 
against any group of idiots who state that such organizations as: the 
CIO, American Bar Association, Central Intelligence Agency, FBI, hA , 
United’Nations, The Peace Corps, and many others are Communist conU oli_ 
.h i am against any group who praise such things as. the klu klux

• '(notice I didn’t capitalize it, the idiots don’t.even merit capitalization), 
joseph mccarthy, george lincoln rockwell, the minutemen, adolf hitle_, and 
many, many others. * . " ~
’’none dare call it treason’’^ by John a.
stated are plainly stated^therein. ' 
cases from files, i ~ 
lieve that it is actually fact 
in any of. many other conservative magazines,

george -Lincoln rocKweii, une inxuuuenieij,
And if any of you out there disbelieve me simply read

■ ”■ * * , stormer. All that I have just
stated uiiertsin. mr.. stormer does it by taking isolated 

files, and building it up to a certain point to make you bo
~ You can find the same elementary.diatribe 

or newsheets.



LLOYD HULL, concl: „ * . . ,
Now to Mr. Boardman. I remember rifht after I read his remarks in 

double.-bill I sent him a long involved letter, commenting on how I was so 
glad to find a'liberal in fandom, and all. Since that time I ve ^®9|elib_ 
bit. Perhaps I'm growing up? While I still consider myself a moderate lib 
eral, I'm beginning- to see that perhaps the conservative elements have^a 
few good points themselves. Though I gotta admit the\ re. few
tween • "

' So-called liberals often state that they're liberal only because 
they're against something, and want to protest. Another thing a o 
liberals is that they do the very things which they say'the conservatives 
are doing. They call conservatives Facist, because^hey feel that conser 
vatives are against freedom of speech. But if that.s true many libera s 
are also Facist inclined, because they too are against freedom of speech. 
They tried to drown out all those who speak for the Viet ham war, or stag 
roadblocks-, and tried to stop troop trains. .

The reason I became a liberal in the first placets 
liberal is traditionally a person who can see both sides of a question, 
and thus decide what road is best for him to take. It.is.the principle on 
which John Kennedy founded his life upon, and that principle which hi 
younger brothel’s Robert and Ted are following presently.

Perhaps I’m a day dreamer, but I hope that perhaps when I m re y 
run for political office (i'll be 18 in February), that conservatives and 
liberals'will have finally gotten to understand each other. we better. 
'Cause buddy when those bombs start to fall, it isn t go|bg to make a go - 
dam bit of difference as to who's a conservative, or «ho's a liberal. It s 
going to be who's an American. And if those bombs ever do fall we sure as 
hel/aren't gonna have time to fight between ourselves. We re K°ing to 
have enough of a problem just living from one day to the next. Maybe those 
in bi,g cities such as New York, Los Angeles, Washington, etc. ,, are the 
lucky ones, they won't have to worry about staying alive, they 11 a re y 
be- dead.

WILLIAM TEMPLE
Although I pleaded with you not to 

send me DOUBLE!BILL because I waste 
precious hours reading it when I 
should be.doing better, things (Query: 
what better things?) you still per
sist in sending it. . ({-Stubborn, ain’t 
we?1)4 There’s only one way out: to 
move away from here..Accordingly, in a 
week’s time, I’m moving out. I hope 
you’ll feel suitably ashamed at driving 
a poor old man out of-his ancestral 
home where he dwelt -- man, boy, & clot, 
_ for 27 years now. Thank heavens I've 
escaped from you at last. 4{Then why 
did you enclose your COA, ehhhh??-BEM)4



ouio caih. auum ucau, wuu
overhang in question .at Cerro Colorado 

named, I've named it: the Jovian Abris. - - _ un)1-i,qoT, 
Bible), is four-faceted at times -- so s this boulde

. The bygone natives only added white and red details 
been proved by a specialist here on Etruscan fres

MAE STRELKOV, LAS BARRANCAS, ASCOCHINGA, CORDOBA, ARGENTINA 
Sweethearts to be willing to consider some pics of the place U raved 

about), if I make them small enough to include. So I ve coneentrated tor 
this time, on just one boulder — there are hundreds besides, up .o 
mountain-high I could talk about next, out there. b r n°ver sot

Because the overhang in question at Cerro Colorado, her«-ve g t 
.I've named it: Jhe Jovian Abris. Jove A^ejahve h^ angel ^f^. 

It's so subtly sculptured, one has to acknowledge it, humap, hands 
never did that work. The bygone natives only added white ahd red ^eta 1 
ffresco oaintings, it’s been proved by a specialist here on Etruscan ires 
cos who suspects Cerro Colorado is the source of ^beJ’^^^uidn^^he ‘ 

You said to make the sketches smaller; but one pic I couldn .
’’Raffle Head” I’m leaving the same size as when I sent it to you last, a 
any rite, it is "as traced", but originally I left the remarkable and 
tiny details out, to give emphasis to the eagle itseli.

That-is the ’’Right Cheek” of the Jovian boulder. Seen from m.front, 
a different scene apnears, that ’’grows” on you as you study

Hope you can print those photos too, but if not, oust remember y 
sketches are a poor copy of the originals; yet they re the best I could 
do. U It would 0o$t us too much to print the pictures, Mae, but Y^ur 
sketches (and good ones at that) are on the following pages... 
look ok to you— some details may have been lo.st in 11 g
because the machine doesn't pick up blue ink, just black. By the Y? 
readers, the pics she sent DO look like there are carvings/paint g 
there; though they don't show too distinctly. Something Is there, tho. 
(I imagine in person it's easier to spot.) And Mae, you draw pretty we , 
care to send .:Ug some Artwork for DjB?—BEM4>

-•The-front view.of the Boulder shows a bearded human head with a rate
head over its forehead, and an ox-head to one side. In the flowing red 
lines of the rock wall itself, below, one dscerns a series of ox-heads _ 
also, emphasized by white lines the natives last repainted at least..hali 
a “Hlenium ^now.. Jah„, h- four pri„cipai
facets. But Jove has hidden facets too as our camera has begun to demon
strate. I give you some four more sketches attached, made from black and 
white films I tried to trace for vou now. (All but the 'Mother Hipoo 
which is a composite study of four color transparencies. Imagine God being 
also a Mother Hipoo, like in Egypt. Our stuffed shirst won t.like that.) 

When you try to view the Eagle still further from one side, you ...
an astonishing sururise. The boulder is no longer impressive, it has Shrunk? It is'new the mere beak of a bigger "bird" hidden in the contours 
of the abris' walls. The more I look at that pic, the more I .eel there 
a” leonid cast to that"Bird" — a Bird/Lion, I'd call.it, perhaps. .

Is that all? No -- the boulder and its surrounding rock shelter, seems 
inexhaustible in new themes, I'm still discovering. Go still further back 
to one side, and start snapping all the pictographs, one by one, then 
your color pics together and, God in Heaven, but Egypt s old Mother Hippo 
is leering benignedly back at you, with the "Jovian Boulder a^her right 
tusk, fang, or whatever! And she's such a dear bld ecological Moth 
too, sheltering all sorts of small fry, including some perky puppies on 
her snout.
44

call.it






1

One sunset, sitting reverently °ne? ^°°kf^ckering°uncannily upon 
studying it and the play of light an p1rstiv' the ledge on either side 
it,' I became aware of new facets still, ^stly, the ie g.^ fUghfc> 
of the jutting boulder became the fluttering w gs became the -winged 
And then, as the glowing, rosy in the deepening gloom, gazing .

5"krruS’ar“e“?eS.“MK~. or on ,»1 »o~n on « Mochioa ™o, to 

' .me. here. Nntn-rp "name alive” henceforth for me.After, that I was sold. Mother b.atur uncanny. Son Danny
One last facet still appears. . .and it s the most uncan y 

f?Oj called down to me, as he was climbing around tnere ua* g
"Stay put—I'm taking one last But Danny’s photo now

The Boulder had seemed to have no id dOwn, and by Jove, but
reveals there is one. Downturn tha p ' t-honvh it is also as swathed another(Carthagenian-like) profile appears, though it also



& stylized as a mummy (in the photo). I hate to send that snap--I m also in 
it and it was when I was still fat as a pig. I’m slim now, from such fer
vent climbing and stalking around on the hills, to ’’catch” yet newer as
pects of Nature! ’ . , . . • x.

If the grass and twigs, viewed upside-down in this pic, seem to iorm 
the shape of a giant, shadowy feline, and even, maybe an ox-head5 combined 
they do the same in the photo, believe it or not. So many coincidences; 
and these weren’t sculptured by ’’vanished human hands”. Since more and 
more of our snaps, these days are equally ’’Uncanny’’, I accept the most 
obvious explanation—friendly-seeming ’’spooks”! Thi° was a region formerly 
of ’’salamancas”, called by the invading Spaniards, ’’devils caves . 
(Devils? Ha, ha! nuts!) .

And if you don’t believe in spookiness (and the nice sort exists, 
too, believe me), look up the story of a nastier sort of spook in a Holly- 
^d mansion, in the last READER'S DIGEST. Not that I like horror—I deny 
its objective existence. I adore the ’’Norm of Heaven”, I guess, j^e some 
times still deviate, poor things on Earth that we are. Grovelling has not 
been good for our psyches.

And now, dear people...to finish off the lettercolumn an elongated 
WAHF section. It's been such an excellent bunch of letters this time 
around, that Ye Hard-Hearted, Bemmish editor has softened XH Xhe 
his "No Issue” policy for once, for WAHF's. Even Reg Smith, who expects 
a-free issue in exchange for a crummy postcard, will get thish. But not 
after this, Reg! If you want D:B. send something worthwhile to get it, 
like a Good Loc, or material, or even sub money. Now, on to Excerpts 
from the WAHF’s:
RICK NORWOOD: The Bowers article, ’’Whither the Prophet?” was the best 

item in the issue. I just finished Sam Moscowitz’s The 
Psychiatric Syndrome in Science Fiction” (WOT 2/67) which compliments 
Bill's WtP. Ben Solon’s column was fairly good, but a bit disappointing 
after the tightly written and well-thought out articles he has written. 
He does come down hard on some of science fiction's main faults, the only 
really interesting part of the column.

When I was voung (and I’m not much older than Ben), we did^not sit 
in front of the tv and slug down Pepsi. I was never exposed to tv in my 
formative years. It was radio I spent my time at. Tom Mix, Bobby Benson 
and the B’Bar B Riders, The Lone Ranger, Nick Carter, The FBI Story, The 
Green Hornet, Capt. Midnight, and numerous others that have slipped my 
memory including three sf programs (one story I remember was based on 
"Courtesy” by Simak in a '51 ASTOUNDING). In fact, I never have gotten 
much interested in tv except for the specials. Besides, with a radio pro;- 
gram,■ you can pay part of your attention to something else. T/ is just 
too demanding. A book is best. It not only leaves vou to fill in the 
scenery and people, but is also available when you choose to look at it.

I think that NIEKAS is a better mag than D:B because there is more 
variety to it. Secondly, it has a pair of editorial personalities thaj 
come across to me better.They also have, in my opinion, the best letter- 
col in fandom since the late lamented CRY. Maybe, even better. H_Tne 
only thing I don’t like about NIEKAS’ lettered is its eye-croggling 
micro-elite type. My eyes are strained enuff!—BEMd



MARY OUNG: four review of REPULSION put me in mind of another movie that
1 saw a while back...HIROSHIMA, MON AMOUR....the audience had 

much the same reaction to any sort of love scene; giggles... but the story 
also concerned a protest against atomic war, or rather war of any sort. 
It contained some photos of the Japanese people after the blast... I ’must 
say it was rather stomach wrenching, but it sure made you think. By the

7 way,.has anyone seen the movie DEAR JOHN? I had one neighbor tell that it
was just horrible..."there were naked love scenes and....". Remember, 
honesty in any form is something to be laughed at of called immoral. .

Yes, there is a lot of poor stf...perhaps it is a transition period. 
But the authors that wrote well 15 years ago are still writing well...'that 
is, the ones that write in depth. And yes, I agree that Fleming1s’Bond 
stories are bad... illogical and badly written. John LeCarre’s writing 
strikes me.the same way,...I prefer Edward Aarons Assignment series, and 
the Len Deighton books... 44 And J agree with Ted White: Raymond Chandler 
& John D. MacDonald are tops.—BEM4)-

And television has the same problem...why cause the people to think? 
It might disturb them. Take the supposed ratings of TIME TUNNEL over STAR 
TREK....of course there's hope, I hear rumours that ABC is thinking of 
bringing back the AVENGERS series as a replacement.

Earl Evers; You mean somebody else besides me remembers ACCIDENTAL 
FLIGHT....how about Hubbard’s TO THE STARS? Noticed that fans are fickle 
too....in the‘Sky Miller poll no one mentioned L. Ron.

On the subject of cartoons... the new crop seems to be animated ad
venture, stuff... perhaps this serves the same purpose as the fifteen min
ute radio serials did when I was a kid.... 44 Between Rick & you I’m be
ginning to feel as if I awoke in the middle of a TRIVIA bookl’ Yas...I re
call those old radio programs too...MR. KEEN, JOHNNY DOLLAR., LET’S PRE-' - 
TEND, GRAND CENTRAL STATION, etc. Plus- a few ghosties like SUSPENSE, 
LIGHTS OUT,and some show about a "Ghost-Chaser" that I forget the title 
of. I ve sure been on a Nostalgic Kick lately, first recalling
the Warner Bros. cartoons, and now the old radio shows. Guess I’m getting

Poetry is a touchy subject...! feel that•likes and dislikes can be 
related to a personal experience and perhaps the way poetry was-origin-

introduced to you. For example, we have a book called BEACH RED, by 
PETER BOWMAN. It's a book length narrative poem about the war in the paci
fic. And at the end of each chapter, the author throws in a little bit of 
sage advice., gratis...

"God will protect idiots, drunkards and Americans. It’s his profess
ion. " • •

"But nobody -ever issues any instructions on how to- die." ’ 
"With a bit of practice almost anyone can be extinct." 
"People don’t know how -to live. They only have suspicions."

EARL EVERS: "William's Pen" - no sweat, airman Bowers I I’m not only* ' 
dropped out of CCS, but by the time D:B#16 comes out I’ll 

most-likely-be a civilian again. 44 Ed. note; He Is^4 ‘ ’•
1 "Initiation "is a good horror poem, but the first stanza is irrevalent

uo the rest and spoils the mood before it’s even created; it confuses* the 
reader to the point where the last two stanzas lose their effectiveness. 

£°urse the solution is easy - just throw that first stanza out*Com
pletely. The last two stanzas create a strong effect, although there are



EARL EVFRS, concl: (End of WAHF's, believe it or not'.)

a couple of weak spots - I'd put a comma after ’’churchyard” in 2-3, try 
to ?et rid of the weak rhyme-pair ’’waiting - palpitating (A complete , 
feminine rhyme like that simply has no place in a horror poem.), and, .. 
change 3-5 entirely - it’s the only really clumsy, stilted line in the, 
poem. I'd also change the last word in 2-1 and 3-1 to ’ mY son. Boy is 
too abrupt and has connotations which tend,to break the mood. The,Poets 
Cornered” was excellent this time - Lloyd Biggie’s device for teaching 
poetic discipline ought to work. Specific, detailed instructions for 
building a poem are hard to come by, yet I can see where they would do a 
lot of., fan poets at least some good. . . _ , , _ •

I don’t know why fanpoets don't experiment more with form. Probably 
because the quatrain, ballad ..stanza ? etc. , are tried and 
for. verse — well-known, easy to write, and, at their, best, extr e Y 
effective. But experimenting with a variety of forms is a good idea.

.most everybody■will agree but do nothing about it.

Boardman’s review makes me want to read ’’Memoirs of A Spacewoman” 
lustto'see if the review is a ploy or exaggeration. I suspect John ii, 
ed every sexy reference he could from the book just to get dirty-minde 
fen panting to find it, and the damn thing will turn out to be about 3 
hundred pages of small type that not only is, but re.^ds like it was 
ten by a female biologist. 44 You’re correct— read Jeeves, note, beXow^ 

”Whither the Prophet?” - I think the modern SF ’’philosophy” story is 
lust the old prophecy SF yarn in a new guise. It’s just that an idea is 
used as the gimmick instead of an invention. The,basic SF concept of 
”idea-as-hero” is still present. Bill B. does point out that,the actual 
writing in SF has improved steadily over the years, and he gives some o 
the mechanisms by which this was brought about - higher editorial stan
dards, more talented and better educated writers entering the field,-etc. 
But I'think he misses the point in not telling why. . .

He also states that SF ’’has forsaken it's youth” and ’’appoinued^it- 
s*lf the examiner and foreteller of humanity”. I agree with this state-, 
ment also, though I’ll insist that no fundamental change in outlook has 
••cured, that the ’’new” SF is merely a more sophisticated, more cerebral 
firm of the same'old ’’literature of futuristic ideas”. But again I think 
the reason for the change is the most important point. Why then.SF has 
changed because the SF reader himself has changed.

> As for Mae Strelkovs’ being called "a second Shaver , I 11 have to 
admit her subject matter and even her writing style are Shaverlan.,But 1 
still wouldn't call her a crackpot or a Shaverite. She admits she is no 
follower of Shaver and Palmer, and that she isn’t sure of her own beliefs.

TERRY JEEVES on Boardman: ....I read this book a while back, and thought 
for a while it was one of those ’’translations from the Rus

sian”...it isn’t, but has all the tedious pedestrian action and descrip
tion, and paraphernalia of those yarns...I can thoroughly recommend it as 
a paper weight but as for the artcile in D:B...it fails to bring out t 
aspect of the yarn which will probably bore most readers. 44 Apparently 
it’s just a ”put-on” by John to fool the fans.. .-BEM-H

And that about does it -- we’ve also heard from Dan Adkins, Jerry Kauf
man, and Laurence C. Smith...plus many sticky quarters, etc., irom neo 
and monster fans I've never heard of; looks like McInerney s reviews in 
Castle of Frankenstein are ’^paying” off.' • Many good loc s..send more. BEM







§ Welcome to the D'B RIDER § (Being a bit of addena to 
Important items discussed in 
this issue of DOUBLE:BILL... )

FIRSTLY AND YOST IMPORTANT TO YOU FANARTISTS: Do nit send artwork to 
me any more send it ALL to .Alex Eisenstein. His address is:

USA' artists 
send Art to:

36th
CMR,

EUROPEAN Fanartists send

Combat Support Group,
BOX-291, APO, New York, N.Y. 09132 

their art to him at THIS address:

B. Eisenstein 
Erdorf

Alex 
552! — . It
Kalkstrasse #19,
Deutschland,(Germany)

illos -will be 
Acceptable• Alex says to send ther. AIR MAIL; and also that all . unworthy 

reiected, but will be returned only if postage is included. —_
art will ALWAYS be returned free -- on the written request o the ar 
Arpqrn’T? nnblication of the drawing in question. So Adkins, Barr, o. ,. ,
CAWTHORN, JEEVES, ROTSLFR, KINNEY, JONES, ETC., please note our policy 
change, and send your good art to Alex’ PLEASE..Help us make eve 
'better?? Layouts, etc., will be mostly Bowers’ job — but hold on to yo^r 
hats — here’s another New Feature for MB: In ^King^Rex’
be brought to you via an electric Gestetner instead of Oldired.ing . 
(By the.‘way fans,. We’re in the market for a GOOD electric, preferably of 
Gestetner make — got any for sale? Or know of one we can purchase- e appreciate hearing^from you, if so.) So our reproduction should be even

. - better -- and also more chances for color work....
ARTWORK TO ALEX EISENSTEIN----------- REMEMBERREMEMBER------- --- SEND THE

Now for 
itorial

a continuation of the discussion on the Pongs-in my (BEM's.) ed 

1UOrlaX:Upon bearing of the Nycon 3's switch from Hugo to Pong for Best 
Fanzine, I sent 5 carbon conies of a letter to these {^neds. °u
son Felice Rolfe, Tom Reamy, Peter Weston, and Ray Fisher. In the Letter 
I asked for the opinions & support of each faned. I m happy to report 
that of .the five, three immediately wrote back, agreeing with me, Rolfe, 
Re‘ahy, and- Weston.-' I haven’t heard from Fisher yet, but according. uo Bil^ 

. Bpwe’rs, Ray doesn't like the switch either. Coulson is the.only dissents, 
he says he'doesn’t' mind the switch,’ and wouldn't mm-d winning a Pong ... 
but irLust be rener.bered that he's already got-a Hugo The- other, faneds 
agre^-with list, and approve the "write-in" that we and others sugjg-es. . 
REAMY SAYS: .."I think we should go even farther and outlaw such, changes 
the whims of? a half-dozen who just happen to be the con committee. Any 
change the committee' wants to make should be voted on by the membersl ip 
and stop all this nonsense. Actually, I suspect there is more to it than 
meets the eye. Ted White is obviously behind it and he surely must know 
the kind of reaction such a goof-ball move would create. Perhaps we 
reacting the way he wants us to." (— Turn over for more...-



D:B RIDER, page 2
Felice Rolfe writes:: for myseif. I havenj 
over with Ed. Speaking for myself fcfc ■ |npreSented to ine I will not
anything called the Pong award, and if it ^pr^^ Ukely to bfi afc 
Nycontanywaybtir'Suoposeaa°y kind ^^n^award «°^dp^g®ni^0"°pp"edUto 

have^eaneanin^nDa°ve Van' tonan explained it to me on coast-to-coast 
phone call, but it still has no meaning.

"I d0Ubt that the con committee can be f^^o^awar^a Hugo^^

f’of human (and especially fan)^ 

Perhaps^hen i^s attention that this is
'(to put it mildly) an unpopular move, they 11 reconsider.

I hope.s..
even faned’s, are against this mov y « r9 rest of you? You 

they 
must be credited and followed? Because write-ins ARE lega .

I can't find the letter from Peter right now^- bu^rcan.
tell you that he DORS go along ^ “s -he s against e g 
Herewith is his Change.of Address (And I hope Bov.ers wro or
rinH- P^te_ somehow it doesn’t look right to me. i&right - , >o it-pH_ •? f- seems more sensible.)Trescott ?Dwell, I 11 use the .bri Birmingham 31, ENGLAND. PETER WESTON, 81 Trescott Road, Northfield, birminr - o ,

print your comments, or double-.check your COA.
Which reminds me... please U A. Fans-.b^SUR^your^i^Cod^is

^est^tolheVo. and check their New Zip Code Direct- 

ory! ^^..******************************* 
■ MH zine'you^vote''"for^^write-in^Twr^fxin^write-in^^wrRe-in^

* * * * *************** .* * .

as reproduction'. Remember Artists se faneditorsj Please
rth” Faned^re"the Pongs vs Hugos; yo^ supnort

is needed too.... you donTjIIgn^shBpF^UCA’RiDF.R.TO D:B #16
__ Bills Bowers & Mallardi


